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16. Abstract
The purpose of this study is to Investigate the feasibility of solar powered
lasers for continuous operation In space power transmission. Existing lasers are
already able to deliver high power over long diatencea making the eolar laser power
satellite, laser rocket propulsion and other apace applications attractive and com-
petitive concepts. Laser power transmission In space over distances of 10 to 100
thousand kilometers appears possible. Further, there appears to be no fundamental
principle limiting the power of solar powered lasers. A variety of lasers was con-
sidered, including solar-powered CDLs and EDLs, and solar-pumped lasers. A new
indirect solar-pumped laser was Investigated which uses a solar-heated black body
cavity to pump the lasant. Efficiencies in the range of 10 to 20 percent (I.e.,
laser energy out * aolar energy in) are projected for these Indirect optically pumped
lasers (lOPLs).
The weights end efficiencies for each class of laser system can be related to
the different pumping mechanisms. GPLs require thermal pumping and will be Ineffi-
cient and heavy because all of the gas must be heated and cooled. EDLs use electron
beam pumping which is more selective than thermal pimping. Therefore EDLs will be
more efficient and lighter than CDLs. OPLa use the most selective of all the pumping
mechanisms and are not subject to electricity conversion losses; these are the lightest
and most efficient systems. These intuitive arguments are substantiated in detail by
the analysis carried out.
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16. Abstract Continued
Each laser concept studied consists of a complete laser system in-
cluding.laser loop and lasant excitation components, gas supply and circu-
lation system, solar power supply, waste heat radiator and any other elements
required for its operation in space. A 1 megawatt laser output power was
chosen as a common basis for comparing the different concepts. Each laser
system was weighed on a common, self-consistent basis. Technologies were
required to be available in the 1990 time frame. The critical technologies,
system reliability and weight determined the feasibility and cost-effective-
ness of each concept. A comparative analysis using these figures of merit
showed that the indirect solar pumped laser was the most desirable laser
system.
As a result, three conceptual designs were developed for indirect solar
pumped lasers: A static CO. system (10.6u), a flowing CO system (5.2-5.AW)
and a mixing C0/C0_ flow system. The best performance is anticipated for the
static CO. laser; It weighs approximately 8000 kg and has a 17 percent effi-
ciency at the 1 megawatt output power level. For this reason, it was selected
for optimization and for a minimum risk development program. A minimum risk
program to obtain low earth orbit tests for a 1 MW laser was projected to cost
approximately $77 M (1978 dollars) and to be completed by 1995. A crash pro-
gram was also formulated which could shorten the development period to about
1988 at a total cost of $121 M. The latter program utilizes the more conven-
tional technology of a flowing CO system with the possible disadvantages of
greater system weight and decreased reliability in orbit.
An Immediate next step would be to build prototype IOPL laser cavities
to verify'performance and test the most critical technologies: laser tube
materials and design, and the heat pipe/radiator system. Component technology
development over a period of 12 years was estimated to cost in the range of
$8M to $12M dollars. Laser tests included in the program plans were projected
for the 25 kW, 250 kW and 1 MW levels.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to Investigate the feasibility of
using solar powered lasers for continuous operation in space power
transmission and to select the best of several competing concepts for
a conceptual design. Gas dynamic lasers, electric discharge lasers, and
optically pumped lasers were evaluated on the basis of weight, efficiency,
size, and technology. The evaluation of optically pumped lasers included
a new, indirectly pumped laser in which a solar heated black body cavity
provides uniform illumination to pump the lasant. Except for reradiation
losses from the cavity and unwanted absorption losses to the laser tubes,
all of the sunlight entering the black body cavity can ultimately be used
to optically pump the laser gas. The potential efficiency of this approach
can therefore be orders of magnitude greater than any direct solar
pumping scheme.
The interest in space applications of high energy lasers stems from
the ability of existing high power closed cycle lasers to deliver high
intensity power over long distancesJ»2 Remote space vehicles^ and
ground stations can receive power from a solar laser power satellite
(SLPS).4 Similar concepts to the SLPS havt already been developed in
much greater detail f§r microwave solar power stations orbiting the earth.
The laser version has a distinct advantage because 1t can function in a
lew earth orbit using relatively small relay satellites to reach a wide
range of receiving stations on the earth. In contrast, the microwave
i P ''*.
veriion must operate 1n geosynchronous orbit in order to keep contact
with the ground stations. The overall SLPS systtm efficiency appe%rs to
be as high or higher than tht microwave version, ^ATse, the araafrequired
®n th@ ground for rtetlvlng stations is much less far tht laser systemi
because of Its narrow beam spread. Consequentlyt the overall system
eost'Of the SLPS could be much lower than the microwave version.
laser power transmlsslsn has siso been studied for rocket propul-
sion. 5 ¥§ry high specific Impulses esn be achieved through laser
belting,, because of the high tgnpe^atyres achieved 1n this way. Hence,
a Isser driven rocket would bt much lighter and capable of much h'lgher
payloads than a eomparible chemically powered rocket.
Transmission distances of tens or even hundreds of thousands of
kilometers appear te bg within the realm of possibility with space
based lasers. These dissensions suggest that the applications listed
above can foe motiwitid by § very wide range of missions. The distances
also bear a strong Influtnee on the economics achievable via laser power
transmission,, since no EH@SS transport over such distances is required.
The potential for high-powered laser systems has been rapidly expanding
for the past decade, In pace with the explosive development of new and
larger lasers in this field. Several hundred kilowatts appear possible
now on a CW basis: $sese systems can be scaled up using realistic
technology to very large sizes in the multl-megawatt range in the near
future (e.g. by 1990). There appears to be no fundamental principle in
-general which limits the power of lasers.
In a recent survey on the use of lasers for power transmission,
the-extrapolation of CO EDLs (electric discharge lasers), C02 GDIs
(gas dynamic lasers), chemical lasers and closed cycle CC^ EDLs to
higher powers was carried out.6 It was also noted that the direct
or indirect pumping of lasants by solar energy might avoid the
Inefficiencies of first converting the solar energy to electricity and
therefore would possibly yield a more efficient laser. The present
study has considered the first two types of laser mentioned above and
has Included as a dlst'nct Item, an invest!ration of the solar pumped
lasers. Pratt and Whitney has carried out a design investigation of
the CO GDI In closed cycle for space application.-7 Their study
emphasized the laser system itself, and did not develop significant
new data for the power supply assuming that energy would be supplied
from a nuclear reactor. Their laser design has been used as the basis
for the current study's investigation of a solar powered closed cycle
C02 6DL. Similarly, Hughes Aircraft Corporation carried out a design
investigation of both CC^ and CO EDLs for closed cycle space operation,
using solar energy as the power source.^ The Hughes results were taken
over wholly for the purposes of the present study.
Direct solar pumped lasers have been considered by Rather et al.9
Their concept uses a selective collector/filter to reflect only those
wavelengths which will be absorbed by the lasant. Trifluoromethyl iodide
(CF-jI) serves as a donor of optically excited iodine. Rather's scheme
has been analyzed along with the indirect solar pumping scheme discussed
above.
In addition, free electron lasers may conceivably be driven by
solar energy.'0 These lasers utilize an electron storage ring and a
slow wave structure (spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field) to pump
the free electrons to an excited state. These lasers have not been
evaluated here. While high energy free electron lasers may be built at
some future date, the technology of electron ring storage suggests that
such lasers will be relatively massive and therefore more appropriate
for terrestrial ust.
Two other reviews of solar powered lasers deserve mention because
of their points of view. The firstB by Monson,^ has placed all gas
flow lasers on a uniform basis by optimizing tach according to the
flow mach number for supersonic or subsonic nozzle conditions, depend-
ing on the type ef laser. The second review,, by Bain, '^ has sur-
veyed the potisitial of solar powered lasers for the SIPS concept,
canvassing quite a wide range ef current technologies Including prelimi-
nary results from tht present study. Bain has estimated that when
the efficiency of the-solar powered laser txeeeds ID percent, 1t becomes
an effective competitor to/the microwave SPS.
The pumping mechanisms differentiate the likely weights and effi-
ciencies of tseh sf tht laser types studied, Bas dynamic lasers„ for
examples require htating the gas it high pressure ind then expanding it
rapidly to s low temperature to achieve in Inverted state population.
Large pressure drops and flew !©§ses ire issoeiated with the subsequent
diffusion to a slow speed flow. Furthermore,, tht gss must be cooled
after slowing it down so that the gas tntering the compressor is not too
hot. The heating and cooling aspects of this cycle compete with each
other since high temperatures are desirable for high laser efficiency
and high output laser power and low input gas temperatures are needed
for conventional compressor technology.
In contrast, electric discharge lasers have the advantage of achieving
"a population inversion without heating the bulk of the gas to a high
temperature. Thus, the net cooling and pumping requirements for EDLs
is lower than for GDIs. The EDL advantage 1s partially offset by kinetic
deactivation of the excited state. In order to keep this back reaction
rate low, the gas density must be lower than for a GDI; therefore,
a larger gas volume may be necessary to get the same power output from
an EDL.
The solar pumped laser 1s 1n many respects like the EDL since
selective excitation of laslng states may be obtained without much
heating of the bulk of tha gas. Moreover, the solar energy Input need
yiot be subject to the Inefficiency of converting 1t first to electricity.
However, solar pumping 1s not generally a broad band pumping mechanism
so that more energy Input compared to an EDL may be required unless the
1nd1reet solar pumping approach Is used. 13
These distinctions favor 1n a general way the solar pumped lasers
over the solar-powered EDLs and GDIs. With this fundamental advantage
In mind, the study emphasized an investigation of solar pimped lasers.
The objectives of this study were to develop optically pumped cw lasers,
concepts, to evaluate the feasibility of solar-pumped lasers and solar-
powered EDLs and GDIs and to select from these the best laser concept
for space power transmission. The laser chosen for detailed study was
then carried through to a preliminary conceptual designs for which
both a "crash" development program and a minimum risk development program
were formulated.
The basic guidelines for this study were to consider a complete
system for each of the main laser types, including solar collector,
power units, waste heat radiator and laser system- The lasers were-
conceptualized at the 1 megawatt power output level and scaled to higher
powers. Technologies used in these concepts were chosen to be available
in the 1990 time frame. The critical technologies, system reliability
and wjsight determined the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a 'given
solar laser concept; ': • :
Thi results of @ur analysis show that the basic Intuitive advantages
diseussid above ®rtborrj@0yt 1n detail? with thi lightest weight solar
laser being thi 1nd1rtet optically pimped lastr and the htaviest being
the solar powered iDl. Howevere thi solar pumped laser requires $ie use
of relatively new technology In the b1aek°bsdy pumping eivlty, whereas
the GDI has a well established ttehnelogy. The solar-powirtd EDll is both
Intermediate in wtight and in technology. The EDL ;his been built in
closed cycle form» $ut there is still some eoneerg that laser gas. purity
may be .difficult t§ snslntaln ever leng periods of ilime. Similar
probUms may also txlst for certain versions §f the solar-pumped
schemes.
Comparing the relative advantages and disadvantages within the
study-guidelines^ the indirect solar-pymped laser concept was chosen
for detailed study. Three versions ©f this concept havg been considered:
a stationary gas discharge User, a dynamic gas flow laser* and a
mixing gas laser. The gas discharge version employs C02 and helium.
In this case the lasant and outer tube walls are cooled by gaseous
V.
heat conduction to an ianer cylinder through which a separate coolant
Is circulated. The entire laser tube cavity is imbedded in the black
body cavity. The dynamic gas flow laser yses CO as the basic lisant
which flows through transparent tybis in the black body cavity. The
mixing gas laser yses CO as the pumping media. Upon emerging from
the black body cavity the CO is mixed with C02 and some water vapor,
and directed to the laser- cavity where the C02» ©nergized by the CO*,
lases. In the flowing and mixing lasers, the flowing CO is used to
cool the tubes in the black body cavity.
Specific design concepts have been developed for each of the
major components of the indirect solar pump laser. Weight and efficiency
analysis for each of the components leads to the preliminary conclusion
that the 1 megawatt laser system including solar collector/converter,
Brayton cycle power unit and waste heat radiator, will weigh approximately
10,000 kg, fully 50 percent lighter than the CO EDL, the closest
competitor solar powered laser. The solar pumped laser is easily
scalable to larger sizes with an overall efficiency (i.e., laser power
out divided by solar power in) of 10 percent or better. Preliminary
experimental work exhibiting gain for the black body pumping technique
has already been carried out. The next step is to build a prototype
of the laser cavity to verify the theoretical predictions for per-
formance and to test the most critical technologies.
SECTION 2
SOLAR PUMPED LASERS
In order to determine the best laser system for use in space,
the basic laser types are evaluated according to their system and
component design requirements, weight, technological development and
cost. This section surveys possible solar pumped laser systems,
discusses energy balances and efficiency of the different approaches,
and details some specific infrared (IR) laser systems. In engineering
these systems an equal level of technology was assumed whenever possible
for the collectors,Waste heat radiators, and solar powered Brayton
cycle units. The evaluations are based on similar waste heat radiator
technology and solar power units as those used to evaluate EDLs and
GDLs for space usage (summarized in Section 3). •"
i
In contrast to solar-powered lasers such as the EDL or GDL,
solar-pumped lasers use direct or.*indirect optical pumping of a lasant.
A solar pumped laser concept has been developed by MSNW as a specific
task in this study; the basic concepts are discussed in this section.
The direct optical pumping schemes focus full or fiUered sunlight on
the lasant. Indirect optical pumping schemes downshift the solar
radiation sptetrum 1n § b1aek°body cavity where the lower temperature
radiation pumps the lisant. A survey of lasants was used to select
those with the best threshold and gain requirements for solar primping.
The results of that survey are summarized below, followed by a description
of both the direct and indirect optically pumped schemes. &
The principal result of the solar-pumped laser analysis Is that
the indirect solar-pumped laser schemes show the greatest promise for
space application. They are light weights, simple to build and highly
efficient. Three versions of this scheme are discussed; tb$ best
appears to be either a static CQg system or a flowing CO system,
depending on the radiator tichnology employed.
2.1 Survey of Possible
Solar Pumped Lasantsi
The difficulty in achieving lasing conditions using solar radiation
is that sunlight is diffuse and broadband. The maximum practical concen<>
tration of sunlight is approximately 1 kilowatt per cm2 which is .below
the power threshold for many of the optically pumped lasants and this
energy is distributed over a wide band from the ultraviolet (UV) to
infrared (IR) wavelengths. Therefore the intensity 1n any given absorp-
tion line width or band width is considerably less than 1 kW/cm2. This
level of intensity ultimately limits the lasants of interest to those
with low threshold requirements.
Laser candidates may be pumped using bound-bound transitions such
as atomic or molecular line spectra or bound-free transitions such as photo-
dissociation spectra. The possibilities of the first case extend over the
whole spectrum whereas the latter case tends toward the visible part of
the spectrum because of typical bond strengths. The most direct approach
is to find a lasing gas which has a spectral absorption band connecting
the upper laser level to the ground state. It is also feasible to use
other atomic or molecular gases which can contribute their absorbed
energy via collisional transfer. A number of 1?.sant possibilities have
been looked at. They are described below along with laser concepts de-
veloped for direct and indirect optical pumping.
8
Lasant candidates have been divided into three categories. The
first group is direct or visible pumping with subsequent lasing at
visible wavelengths. The second group is visible pumping with IR lasing.
The third group receiving the main emphasis of this research, is IR
pumped-IR lasers. Each group or candidate was looked at with regard to
the net fractional absorption of the optical pump and the implications
on system efficiency, the optical depth associated with the optical
pump, threshold requirements where known, and gain possibilities for
CW operation. The most important feature of the gain criteria is to
have the ratio of relaxation time to the radiative lifetime of the
absorber be large.
2.1.1 Gain Factor
A simple criteria for gain can be developed on the basis of a tn'ree
level model of the lasing system (Figure 1). The solid lines represent
LeveT 2
Laser
Level 1
Radiative
Level 0
1. Three Level Laser
partition function; T~ is the efftctlve eollisional l ifetime of state
2; gi « are the statistical weights of the states, A~, 1s the Einstein
9 D t. ' • . £ • *
coefficient for the laser transition. A necessary condition for positive
gain In CW operation is
High gain is achieved if the laser parameters Xg^A^, g(v'/ etc„ are large
the flux is large, and If the absorption parameter, sa times lifetime t«
is large. Because o Is proportional to N/T
 d = P/kTt ^, a '^sure of
merit is Pfo
9
2.1.2 Visible Pumped-Visible
;'; Lasing Systems
Table 1 summarizes the status of optically pumped visible dimer
and dye laser systems up to late 1977. The lowest thresholds reported
are for the Na9 system using a CW argon ion laser. However, the extremely
<T-high monochromaticity of the Ar pump radiation and the relatively tight
focussing geometry cannot be realized in a solar pumped situation.
In the case of the a lka l i metal dimers, the 1 kW/cm2 radiation
intensity level achievable with solar radiation appears very marginal
in terms of the pumping power thresholds required. Also a the absorption
is in a series of discrete, non-overlapping bands centered at 4700 A
and at 6596 8 in Na^, which makes the percentage of solar radiation
usefully absorbed smaller than desired. The sodium dimer does have an
attractive feature of lasing in the visible (A to X laser transition)
n o
in the range of 6000 A to 8000 A. The l i t h ium dimer has an even higher
pumping power threshold than sodium (the upper state life-time is on the
order of 6 to 12 nanosteends). The su l rur dimer must be pumped selectively
o <•
at 3370 A and therefore seems unsuitable for broad band pumping in general.
10
coTlisional transitions with time constants T, whereas the wavy lines
are radiative transitions, the most important ones being the solar pump
and laser. The optical pumping of level 1 1s neglected.
The absorbed power/volume, P, can be calculated using the" equation
of radiative transfer and Integrating it over all frequencies associated
with the absorption and solid angles. That is,
P = / /_ a I dvdn = a* (1)
V fl V V
where a is the absorption coefficient. If the flux density does hot
vary much with frequency we write the integral as equal to a, the averaged
absorption coefficient, times the pump radiation density, «, as above.
It is known that P is proportional to N the number of absorbers divided
by the radiative lifetime of the absorption band. ^ Thus the
equations for the three level system with no thermal population are
(2)
S21 T10
N« + N, + N9 » N • constant0 1 2
dN, dN«
Solving these for a steady state condition, ^~- s 0 s ^~ and using the
Qt G t
results to predict gain y(v) on the laser transition gives
nt \ a ri l> ng(v) ^j t2 D - ^ - — ]> 0
where g(v) 1s the ling shape of the laser transition and Includes the
Table 1
Summary of Visible Pumped Laser Systems
Molecule (Transition)
X2(B Vu - X'Zg)
MB'nu-Xlzg)
/A'Z+- X1!*)\ u g;
Br
2(B Vu - XV)
t V U Q /
Tp /&n ^ , yfi i
2 V U Q /
HgBr(B2I+ - X2Z+)
Liquid Dyes
Pump Laser
doubled Nd, A/
doubled Nd9 Ar*
doubled Ndt
dye9 Ar+
doubled Nd
doubled dye
dye
argon ion
ArF
flash! amp
Ruby
argon ion
Remarks
pulsed^ CW
pulsed, CW
pulsed
pulsed, CW
pulsed
pulsed
CW
pulsed
dissociation
of HgBr2
cw or pulsed
(threshold >
50,000 w/cm2 )
References
15
16-19
17-19
20
21
22
19
23
24
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The absorption bands of all the molecules in Table 1 consist of
a fairly complex series of discrete, essentially non-overlapping transitions.
Hence, the absorption of solar radiation at typical dimer concentrations
(1016 cm"3) would not produce a sufficiently high excited state density
to reach laser threshold. The $2 and HgBr systems must be excited at
wavelengths shorter than 3600 A, which is unsuitable for solar pumping.
\
On the other hand, the absorption coefficient of the liquid dyes
is more or less continuous so that a large fraction of the solar radiation
can be absorbed. Unfortunately the population inversion threshold of most
dyes is greater than 50,000 w/cm224 and so these clearly are not a possi-
bility for solar pumping.
As a class of laser possibilities, these lasants probably absorb
direct sunlight fairly well, having desirable lasing wavelengths, but have
thresholds that are probably too high to be useful.
2.1.3 Visible Pumped-Infrared '••-.
Lasing Systems <
Another class of systems involves visible pumping with IR lasing.
Interesting possibilities are shown in Table 2. The first two represent
photedissoeiative lasers in which some of the dissociation products
are in an excited state and can be lased.2§826 In these cases there
is. a fairly 1arge$ broadband absorption cross section in the visible
providing § gesd pumping source. Howevers the resulting excited states
are rapidly quenched by collisions, making the laser threshold pdwer level
relatively high. It also remains to be seen if such systems can be made
chemically reversible fer long time usage.
$
The last two cases in Table 2 work on a different principle in
&
which energy of the fragments is transferred t@ a lasing ssolecul^ in this
case C02. In these eases the question of threshold is not a problem.
13
Table 2
Potential VIS - Lasants
Absorber
NOC1
CF3I
Br0
Laser
NO*
I*
CO,
Remarks Reference
Ref.
Ref.
energy transfer Ref.
25
25
27
CO,
from Br* to C0«
energy transfer
from I* to C0«
Ref. 27
The photo dissociative reaction, for example,
hv Br*(2P3/2) (5)
yields excited bromine atoms with energy equivalent of 3700 cm"1.
Electronic energy can be resonantly transferred to C02 in the reaction
Br* + CO, Br C02* (6)
based on the close energy match of Br* and C02(101). Laser action at
4.3 ym on the (101)-(100) C02 band has been ovserved by Wittig and co-
workers at USC (Ref. .28). Gain at 10.6 urn was also reported by these
workers using a CW argon ion laser as a photolysis source (Ref. 29).
The particular advantage of this pair of reactions is that the pump
radiation for reaction (5) can be broad band from 3500 A and 5000 A
near the peak of the solar spectrum. Thus, much of the solar energy can
be absorbed and, further, laser tube wall materials can readily be found
which are transparent to the primary visible radiation.
For this particular pair of reactions the competing reactions are:
Br, CO * •* Br9* + CO, (7a)
Br + C02*
2
Br* + C0 (7 )
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The first reaction Is known experimentally to be relatively slow,
but the rate of the second reaction has not been measured. In the
case of chlorine and fluorine, the back reactions equivalent to reaction
(7b) listed above are quite fast^ presumably due to the small energy
difference between the ground state (2Py2^ and the ^1rst excited elec-
tronic state (2?3/2) for Cl and F atoms. However, the energy gap for
Br atoms is 3700 cm"1 and one would therefore expect the reaction (7b)
to be relatively slow. Experimental data is required to confirm this
assumption.
Iodine may work in much the same way as bromine, but the absorption
band of wavelengths does not match the solar spectrum nearly so well
since it lies in the less energetic region from 4500 A and 6500 X.
Similarly, the excited iodine atom, I*, has an energy equivalent to
8000 cm"1 and hence
I* + C02 * I + C02* (8)
will probably yield (XL (032) which must cascade down in vibrational
energy dissipating energy as heat along the way, before it can lase
in the 10 unr(001)-(100) band. In this respect the Br* - C02 system
seems more desirabli.
The overall quantum efficiency of these systems is also not very
high, causing significant heating of the gas mixture. In the case of
Br* + C0« •* C09* + BrB almost 95 percent of the sunlight will end upy\
as heat instead of lasing. This places the system at a disadvantage
especially for space laser application in which radiator weight is a
j fit
significant factor.
e
2.1.4 Infrared Pumped-Infrared
LasIng Systems
Some txamples of molecular laser systems with strong IR absorption
bands are shown in Table 3 where the criteria for gain and CW laser
15
Table 3
Potential Infrared Pumped - Jnfrared Lasants
Laser Molecule -£-!£
V21
CO <1
co2 <i
N2° <]
cs2 <i
DCS >1
HF <1
DF <1
C2H2 <}
/PT?\Of _-£ Itorr
V R /
1000
1
0.5
0.2
10'2
3(10-)
3(10-")
2(10-s)
References
39
31,32
33=-35
37=38
36
40
41
performance is tabulated. ATI of these molecules have produced laser
emission in the range between 4.5y and 10.8y. Lasants such as OCSS HF
and DF are not good choices because rapid deactivation rates make these
systems a relatively high threshold case., On the other hand, CO has very
low deactivation rates and is also very efficient. However, CO requires
cryogenic temperatures for reaching threshold and for efficient operation.
Very low temperation operation may be difficult to achieve in a space
system because of heat exchanger and heat radiator requirements. Further-
more, the CO absorption band is not very intense. Acetylene is not a'good
candidate for direct pumping as this is an example of a molecule in which
the upper laser level is not connected to ground vie an allowed optical
transition. C0~ and N?0 are quite good candidates, having reasonably
low threshold requirements, not too low ons temperature requirement and
good chemical stability. N^O, with modest thermal stability due to low
binding energy, is not very susceptible to composition changes due to sun-
16
light. It is also possible that mixtures of these gases and their isotopes
may be used as laser mediums. These possibilities are not illustrated
herein. Table 3 only shows what may be expected on the basis that the
lasant is the absorber system.
The above examples are relatively good lasants under special
circumstances and can convert a good fraction of pump energy into laser
light. Unfortunately these all are bound-bound radiative transitions
and therefore do not couple well with sunlight as shown in Figure 2.
Thus their overall efficiency will be very low unless the concept of
the black body pump can be employed. Various techniques for using
indirect solar pumping to power CO and for CO- lasers will be discussed
in later sections.
2.2 Direct Solar Pumped Lasers
A variety of lasants for direct optical pumping have been noted
in the preceding section. Only CF3I has been studied in any detail for
high powered lasers in space. The visible pump-visible laser class of
lasants had thresholds too high for solar pumping. The CF.I belongs to
the second class of lasants: visible pump-IR laser. This second?class
has two possible disadvantages in that either the;Vasants are chemically
unstable and some chemical processing is required to reconstitute the
lasant and/or a large portion of the absorbed radiation is dissipated
as heat. That is, tha quantum efficiency of the lasing transition is
low.
19Rather et al., have investigated a preliminary concept ftfr a CF,I
direct solar-pumped laser. Their scheme relies on the use of a selective
filter-reflector to focus only that portion of the solar spectrum which
i
can .be absorbed for pumping the CF~I. While this ^ strategy relieves the
system of having to dispose of waste heat associated with unwanted
absorption of sunlight outside of the lasant absorption band9 the>e isJ fr
still, the need to radiate the waste heat associated with the lastng
process. Approximately 80% of the filtered solar .energy absorbed by
17
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by the lasant must still be disposed of as waste heat. For a 1 megawatt
output laser this means that about 5 megawatts of filtered sunlight must
be supplied to the laser absorption cavity and that 4 megawatts is
radiated as waste heat.
Also since the absorbing band width is rather narrow, it com-
prises about 2.5 percent of the full spectrum of the solar energy.
Therefore, the filter-reflector must be sized to receive 200 megawatt
of solar power so that the correct power level of filtered light is
sent on to the lasant. This means that the collector is at least
an order of magnitude greater in area relative to other solar laser
schemes.
Q
Rather et al., have considered some of the details of a solar
pumped laser based on CF-jI. They suggest the laser transition as
shown in Figure 3 resulting from the release of I* during the disso-
ciation of CF-I. The Using wavelength is X = 1.315 microns. Figure 4
reproduced from their report illustrates a possible laser system con-
figuration. Evidently, the balance of plant for such a laser must
include a chemical reprocessing plant to retrieve the molecular ;ij>dine
and reconstitute the CFjI molecule. Also, waste .heat radiators to
cool the Usant, windows and laser tubes are required.
Direct optical pumping schemes generally suffer from poor
utilization of the solar energy flux. For example,, assuming that a
transparent vessel contains the pumping mediums, the radiation is selec-
tively absorbed wherever there is an absorption band or line. For
these transitions, the absorption bandwidth may be only 0.1 percent
or less of tha average wavelength of the transition. Passage of 'the
unused portion of the light through the medium will produce no addi-
tional useful absorptions although the remaining light could perhaps
be us-ed for other purposes, such is tleetricity generation. Typilally,
a high concentration of the sunlight, corresponding to a small aperture
number lens, will yield flux Itvels of about 25 percent of the black
body flux at the sun's surface. Even when a low f number (defined as
19
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focal length/diameter of the collector) Is used, a solid angle of only
about 3 stsradians of the laser tube if; exposed to the incoming light,
reducing the possible pumping from that of the full solid angle of 4ir
steradians. Furthermore, the high intensity frora a spherical focus at
low f number is obtained only with a small circular image which then
must be used to pump a long laser tube (see Figure 5),
The major components of this systenn are?
Filter/collector
Secondary focussing mirror
Laser tubes, windows and cavity mirrors
Cooling systems and power plant
Waste heat radiator
Gas make-up or purification system
The direct optically pumped laser is weighed on a self-consistent basis
in Section 3 along with the other laser concepts analyzed in that section.
Suffice it to say here that the chemical purity problem and large areas
of collector are potential disadvantages of this system that are hard to
overcome even with the most optimistic technological advances between
now and 1990.
v
2.3 Indirect Solar Pumped Lasers
In order to help overcome the severe limitations of direct solar-
pumped lasers a new approach has been suggested wherein concentrated
solar radiation is absorbed and re-radiated via an intermediate black
body. This body would be heated by focussed sunlight to a high tempera-
ture, and must be engineered to have small heat losses. In a static
system8 eoolad laser tubes would be placed within the cavity (as shown
in Figure 6) to be pumped by the cavity radiation. Alternatively, the
lasant gas could be flowed through the black body into a laser cavity
where it would then bt caused to lase via the introduction of catalysts
22
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and/or resonant transfer of energy to other lasants. In either case,
black body temperatures (Tg) of 2000°K to 3000°K seem possible if
carbon is used as the cavity material. The advantage of such a system
is that in order to maintain a black body spectrum, radiation will be
continuously remitted at any frequency which has been depleted due to
the selective absorption of the lasant gas. Any radiation not absorbed
by the lasant can then be reabsorbed by the cavity walls and used to fill
in the absorption hole, rather than being wasted as in the direct
absorption case. The efficiency of the black body-method of excitation
is primarily a function of the ratio of the laser medium absorption
to the black body heat losses, and could in principle be many times that
of a directly pumped solar laser.
An examination of Figure 7 reveals that at TB = 2000°K to
, D
3000 K the black body spectral intensity in the visible region is great-
ly reduced from that of sunlight (Tn ~ 6000°K)= The reduction in/the
infrared (IR) region is not so drastic, however. At 5p, for example,
the spectral intensity at 3000°K is 38 percent of that at 6000°K,: whereas
at O.Sy it is less than one percent of the 6000°K radiation. Since
the solid angle of exposure of the lasant gas approaches 4n in the in-
direct pumping scheme (rather than being limited by the f number, as in
direct pumping) this reduction in the intinsity of the IR pumping ra-
diation can be compensated for by the increased solid angle ef exposure
of the gaso Thus, optical pumping in the IR region (A > l.Bp) may
bt better when accomplished via an intermediate cavity. The lasants shown
earlier in Table 3 are possible candidates for this approach. The sue-
eessful application of this concept ma^ be the best way of achieving
high efficiency for solar pumped lasers.
25
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2.3.1 Definitions of Efficiencies
The solar radiation spectrum outside the earth's atmosphere is
well approximated by a black body distribution function in which the
A 9
characteristic temperature is about 5785 °K. There are some minor
irregularities in the spectrum, but these anomalies affect the main
part of the energy spectrum very little. At earth orbit, the solar
flux is well known to be about 0.14 W/cm, which ultimately provides
the energy source with which to pump the solar laser system. One can
easily compute the necessary collector size for any laser power (P.)
once the overall efficiency (n) of the complete laser system is known,
using the expression
A = PL/nS (9)
where S is the solar flux at earth orbit, and A represents the projected
area of the collector. As S and r\ are relatively small numbers, large
collector dimensions are required for powerful laser systems. For this
reason it is extremely important to seek high overall efficiency to
reduce the collector dimensions and cost. The overall efficiency'is
a product of component efficiencies, each of which must be estimated,
so that the resultant product can be maximized.
The system efficiency, n» may be defined as follows:
(nR- nB VnL • nDIFF • ns)
27
where
n - cavity efficiency - net power delivered to black body
nR cavity erriciency solar power entering tRtTBlack body
n B reflector/efficiency = So1ar power enter1n9 the black body+aux. poi%FF .eTiei^or/eTTiciency
 soiar power Intercepted by. tfce. reflector
- *.««^ 4.«...m ,,«..- 1 •?,**•!«„ - absorbed power in laser medium .
%
 " If?iScy " net power deTTveTed to FlacTEody
n = laser efficiency « laser power out
nL «a*er emciency absorbed power TrTl¥ser^ eTjum
ns - conponent efficiency -
black body
Assuming for the moment that nc is nearly one, nD will be determinedi K
by the interaction of the focussed sunlight with the black body cavity.
In particular., the balance between the amount of sunlight admitted
through the black body aperture and the flux re-radiated through the
aperture must be considered,, The aperture number, f, controls the
degree to which the sunlight can be concentrated for use in solar
pumping, ^-ttc depends upon the diffuseness of the edge of the solar
intensity distribution, and will be discussed further in Section .3.1.
For an ideal paraboloidal mirror9 the maximum value of Fpc/F"^
is 1/4, occurring at rim angle, e = 45 degrees (where F and F._ are
III c5 I ij
the average flux of radiation at the sun's surface and at the focal
spot area A, respectively). For this value of 6 , f - 0.6. Aperture
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numbers less than this are unnecessary as they result in aberrations
thereby preventing further concentration of light. Larger f numbers
pose no optical problems, but the resultant solar flux at the focal
spot is decreased.
2.3.2 Heat Losses
Unwanted heat losses in the system are: (1) re-radiation heat
losses through the holes in the black body cavity (e.g., insertion
point for the solar flux), (2) heat losses from the outer walls of the
intermediate cavity to space, and (3) undesirable absorption in the
laser medium and its containment walls. The first can be minimized by a
high concentration of sunlight via low f-number optics, and low inter-
mediate black body temperature. Assuming black body re-emission, the
heat lost through the coupling hole is AoTBu, where Tg is the inter-
mediate body temperature. The efficiency nc can then be taken as
_
 Pin ° Pre-emit , AgV ,m
" p. - ' • ;~— ( ' ' irn
 . ' , .FFSA .
*
Using equation (11.) and taking the maximum value .-of ?FS » IjciT*;'- gives
the optimum reflector efficiency,
These results are givtn in Table 4.
At a cavity temperature equal to 3000°K, the re-readiation loss
becomes significant, while for lower temperatures, the re-radiation
losses are quite small. If this were the only loss mechanism, the
utilizution of the sun's snergy for pumping could be as high as 98
percent for Te = 1500°K. - «B . .
The hilt lost to space via heat conduction or other radiation
losses can be controlled by using effective insulating material and
radiation shields. Preliminary calculations using carbon felt as an
29
insulating agtnt tegether with an external boundary at an emissivity
of 0.1 shows that1 20 to 30 cm of fslt will reduce the conduction heat
loss to well below; re-radiation losses associated with HR° Further
reduction is possible with more insulation. Carbon felt 1s very light
and is not a serious weight penalty.
Table 4
Optimum Coupling Efficiency vs. body Temperature
TB
n
R opt
3000°K
0.712
2500°K
0.862
2000°K
0.944
1500°K
0.982
The third loss mechanism is absorption in the walls of the
laser tubes. For the static gas system, this loss will be in the
walls of the laser cavity itself, and would result in two significant
effects: (1) it reduces the efficiency of the indirect approach
by wasting energy, and (2) it causes heating of the laser tube and
hence the gas mixture, requiring that a coolant be flowed through
the system. The same effects manifest themselves in the flowing
system with'two principal modifications: (1) the premature lasing
of some of the gas before reaching the laser cavity will result in
additional losses even if the duct to the laser cavity is highly
reflective, and (2) the laser gas containment walls are cooled by the
flowing gas itself. In either case, additional demands will be made
upon the heat rejection system. In order to minimize these demands,
materials which are highly transparent to the radiation in the black
body cavity must be found. Figure 8 shows the transmission curves
of thin samples of SOTTK possible optical materials. (By "thin" it
1s meant that bulk absorption of the passed radiation has not become
an important effect). Alkali metal salts have very desirable optical
properties (being transparent through the entire range of useable
wavelengths) but they are rather difficult to handle. Sapphire and MgO
30
suffer from the opposite problem, biing very sturdy but optically
inferior, while ZnSe is rather strong and moderately transparent. The
fractional heat lost through absorption can be estimated by assuming
complete absorption beyond a transmission cut-off frequency or wave-
length (x l) and comparing it with the flux over all wavelengths. At
long wavelengths, this gives the approximate expression, using the
Rayleigh-Jeans formula for B
V Bvdv
Heat flux a1\* 3 o « ,DD C D
This is nontrivial as it is a broadband loss. Fortunately, however, it
is significant only in the far IR at which point the specific intensity
is falling off quite rapidly. Just being able to double the wavelength
at which absorption effectively occurs reduces the heat load by nearly
an order of magnitude, a very desirable effect. Reflections and scat-
tering by.the laser tube represent np real losses to the system.
.;, At the UV and visible wavelengths, absorption may also be a prob-
lem,- In this case, it can be shown for wavelengths shorter than the
visible cu1
visible is
toff wavelength, x* that the fractional absorption in the
(14)
where X * faeAkT. Table 5 shows the sum total of the fractional
absorptions for the materials shown in Figure 8 ignoring reflection
sfficts. %
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Table 5
Fractional Absorption Losses Associated with Transparent Materials
: Versus Black Body Temperature
Sapphire
ZnSe
KC1
Csl
MgO
xc(y)
6
16
20
48
8
X^(y)
0.25
0.55
0.25
0.35
0.55
3000°K
0.0266
0.0260
7.27(10-")
6.61(10"-)
0.0359
t
2500°K
0.0461
0.0096
1.23(iO-s)
1.6(10-")
0.0269
2000°K
0.0904
0.0057
2.45(10-')
1.78(10-")
0.0390
1500°K
0.2116
0.0112
5.64(10-3)
4.23(10-")
0.0881
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2.3.3 Absorption Bandwidths of
Laser Media
In contrast to bound-free transitions, bound-bound transitions
are usually quite narrow. Considering CCL as an example, the net
bandwidth due to a Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum can be esti-
mated. Normal C02 has P and R branches about 15 lines/branch (every
other rotational quantum number) giving rise to about 30 lines. For
the static gas case, each line located at approximately 4.3u is frac-
ti.onally broadened to give a total 'effective bandwidth of about
A.^ O'O-'Ov. The fraction of thel'to'tal flux/area! that is useful in
- •• v' •• "• ' .B i:
optical pumping is about \
•
where P refers to the absorption., in the laser Radium. This is an
extremely small fraction and indicates the need for an improvement as
"' - v ' I ' ' ' I
- ,., > • system losses may still dominate sin line or band spectra. There1 are a
•••'••'' ° ^
 ;i •• • ' *
 f ' "•
'
cx>' number of ways to "improve the effective bandwidthfthat should be%con-
5.'' siler'ed. One way 'is to increase the pressure aboVe 10 torr and t'hus
collisionally broaden each line. At 1000 torr, for examples many IR
bands would have approximately 100 times their Doppler-broadened line-
width. Additional absorbers, either different molecules or isotopes
/
of the same molecular system, may be used which ean tfficiently transfer
® their absorbed tnergy 5y collisions; These ideas are incorporated
,* •* fej '
' ' into ithe flowing gas laser system, 'which has a ei-fculated fraction of
useful flux/area of! -, ' • • ' "•> ^'j.,,
'»•' • * * .' . •'''.' •! - .•''
Pm . ..> 0.01 to 0.04 between 2000° R and 3000°K. (16)
. ^ • •• !: Heat flux $??. *"»
;•'; Lastly, overtones arfd hot bands of molecular systems may contribute to
- the jumping. : • ' •
 @
T • ' : ' ' <f
8 :
In summary, suitable broadening mechanisms may exist to e&tend
the effective band utilization of a black body raiiation over that of a
33
simple Doppler-broadened system. Of course, the above suggestions apply
squally well both to the conventional directly pumped case and to the
Indirectly pumped ease.
2.3.4 Energy Jlalnee and Potential
~ """" "~
The y§® of simple energy balances permits estimation of the
potential efficiency of the system, Taking Into account various forms
of heat In the system gives for a heat bilance'
P1n s PRe-w1t + Peond * p» * PT * PD1FF
where P. = power collected by the solar mirror
PB .t = re-emission from the black body at temperature T
Ke~ennt through the coupling hole area B
P , = heat lost via conduction
P = the absorption by the laser medium
P. E Laser power out
PT = total power absorbed by optical materials, etc.
PDI_F = Power lost due to the diffuseness of the edges of
* the focussed solar radiation
This may also be written in terms of efficiences as
P1n ° ^ VD!FF>Pfn + °-VP,n + PT
where a is the factor, pcon(j/pm- Tne quantity nDIpp can be approximated
by assuming a gaussian intensity distribution for the focussed radiation
by determining the fraction of distribution that would be passed by a
circular aperture of radius r centered at the rr.aximum of the intensity
distribution (see Section 3.2: Figure 19 Illustrates schematically how
nR" nDIFF an^ nRnDIFF 'Jary K^th r ^cr 'c^s above assumptions). Defining
an efficiency
34
gives
(20)
YPm
If o can be made negligible by thermal insulation, n' then becomes
It is immediately clear that the efficiency of the system will not only
be determined by the collector and laser conversion efficiencies, but
also by the ratio of the power absorbed by the laser gas containment
walls to that of the medium. In other words, if the loss in these walls
is the dominant absorption loss, the efficiency will be low as most of
the energy is going to heat the walls. For this reason it is important
to obtain very transparent optical wall material and arrange to have
the laser medium absorb over as wide a range of bandwidths as possible.
Figure 9 shows n as a function of Py/Pm for two body temperatures and
n, "s. The difference between the two temperatures is due to the dif-
ferences in HR which was taken as the optimum case. One can readily
see that if PT/P«. can be on the order of one that n will be large. v
." I m
Even if P-r/Fl, s 10» n may be on the order of one to two percent. As
each User system will be different,, no concrete values of Pj/Pm are
assigned. Because, of the small bandwidth of the usual absorbers, it
will bs difficult to get small values of PT/Pffl although values near
one may be obtainable. '
The presiding calculations apply both for the static and flowing
gas systems with the txeeptlon thit the approximate equality between n'
and n (Equation 21) weuld probably not be valid ffor the flowing system.
The povnr delivered to the auxiliary equipment 1n the flowing gls system
'3
.1s probably a significant less. The magnitude of Pffl however, wojuld
also be expected to be larger 1n the flowing gas ease, as was demon-
strated previously. The balance between these two factors as well as
detailed cooling and structural considerations will be investigated in
Section 4.
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By carrying out an energy balance on an optically pumped system
without using an intermediate body, one can compare the improvements in
performance of the system. For the conventional system,
Pin = Pm + PT + PTR
where P^ = the power focussed through the system that is not absorbed
and hence wasted. The overall efficiency of this system, n" , is
defined by
P. Tii
"
 =
 VLi n i r n
where e = the fraction of sunlight that is used in pumping the optical
medium only. This is related to.n/B d\>/oT|| for a surface calculation.
(Recall that for a simple system e is on the order of 10°2 to 10"!*). "
Therefore
nl "
Since (T^ jpp) 1>s °f ^he order of unity and assuming Py/Pm is small,
the-improvement is seen to be p As P»/P may be sensibly larger than
one, this ratio may net be obtained,, but the-combination of the factors
may still be much greater than ]. The value of n should be approximately
the same in either case.
2.3.5 Choice of Lasants
The use ef m IR laser system 1s contingent upon the ability of
the laser to reach threshold when indirectly pumped. The pure CO
laser, the CO-COg mixing Iaser9 and tha pure C02 User systems are all
well studied9 and all show promise of meeting this criterion, l^i addi-
tion to reaching threshold the laser system chosen should have as large
& gain and laser tfficitncy as possible. Calculations htvt therefore
been performed for thtse quantities,, the results ©f which will be pre-
sented below.
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pyrnping calculations for the Itsarit were performed for Lorentz and
Doppler line shapes and two.geometries (infinite slab and Infinite
cylinder). Results for the cylindrical geometry show slightly more
uniform pumping throughout the volume of the gisj however the differences
from the slab geometry were not great. Therefore, for ealeulational
ease the slab geometry was «s©d te find the best possible thickness.
All calculations assumed that"! e s 300°K and thst tht black body§3S
radiation incident from all 2w steradians passes through every point
on each surface of the slab. An integral ovtr freqyeney was then per-
formed for the product of the black body energy spectrum (minus any
energy previously absorbed) and the absorption coefficient ©f the medium
under consideration. The calculation accounted for the absorption at
each point along the path of each ray from both sides of the slab, thus
giving rise to the values tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6
Absorption of Black Body Radiation by Lasants
Partial Pressure
in Torr of:
CO C02 He
72(D
72
10*
0
0(1D
0
760
4
4
0
10
12
12
0
' 0
0
0
0
12
12
0
Slab
Thickness
L(cm)
3
10
1
1
1
1
3
Blackbody Number P. (watts/cm3)
Temperature of
Tg(k) Isotopes Edge Center
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
3000
2000
6=1 0.754
6-1 0.722
1 0=064
1 0.627
12-1 0.831
12-1 1.761
6 5.25
0.172
0.0807
0.0044
0.030
0.268
0.569
1.36
'Doppler-broadened (all other eases Lorentz-broadened),
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Using the Information in Table 6 and assuming saturation of
the lasant, the gain per meter (g ) and laser efficiency UL) were
computed for the cases labeled (i) and (1i) above.
Case (i) gQ = 0.03/m ^L = 25 percent
Case (ii) g = 0.067/m n = 35 percent
The cases finally considered for the actual laser systems are
not always identical with those tabulated above. There are relatively
simple methods for obtaining the appropriate quantities when the pressure,
number of isotopes or T« is changed, however. Increasing the pressure
results in collisional broadening of the absorption lines, which in-
creases the volumetric pumping rate. The difference between absorption
by C02 at 10 torr and 1000 torr, for instance, is a factor of 100.
The effect of changing TB is to change the intensity of the black body
B
radiation at frequency v, Brl, and thereby change the amount of power
V fs e cffi \
being absorbed by a factor of
 D
v), ( from the original absorption at
»vUo/
TQ. The effect of introducing a number of isotopes was assumed to be a
simple scaling of the absorbed flux with that number. The use of 12
isotopes of COg results
 8 under this assumption, in 12 times the power
bein*g absorbed by a single isotope. Although the possibility of-overlap-
ping spectral lines makes this assumption not quiti valid, overtones
(which are not explicitly considered) should compensate for any over-
estimates made in this calculation. Almost all of the numbers used
in the calculations to follow are derived from those of Table 1 in
accordance with tha procedures outlined above except in the case
of the pure CO system at 3/4 atm and T
 ae = 125°K. In this case,9
a laser efficiency of n_L ~ 50 percent was assumed on the basis of EDI
results. This case was not originally considered io be a competitive
system due to its low operating temperature, and was added to the^
systems under consideration only after it became apparent from pre"-
liminary calculations that it is roughly as competitive as thi mixing
j
gas system. The mixing gas system was also chosen; to have an efficiency
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of ri, s 30 percent, and is assumed to operate at ^ 3/4 afen and at T _ _ _Ln "
* 350°K. The CCU static laser Is sssomed to operate at 36 terr with 18
•~\> f,
isotopes of COg, some of which are radioactive with long half lives.
: This system has an approximate efficiency of n, = 30 percent, too.
u i
2.3.6 Three Laser Concepts
Before discussing specific components sf the individual laser
systems under consideration the difficulties associated with active
cooling of lasants should be mentioned. The use ef refrigerators has
been contemplated since several of the competing systems operate at
very low temperatures or use cryogenic gas purification procedures.
The major problem with active refrigerators is the fact that the re-i
' frigerator sizes contemplated for these systems are large even by
! - terrestrial standards. An estimate was made for the mass of a Stirling
cycle refrigerator of the Philips type which would handle 2 x 10
watt of cooling between 125°K and 350°K. This refrigerator would have
4 4! a mass of between 10 and 2 x 1 0 Kg according to the estimates made,i c 44
and would require approximately 5 x 10 watts to power it. A
Lockheed estimate for a similar system provides an estimate of 2.5 x
"4 4 4510 to 4 x 10 Kg with comparable efficiency. Turbine systems were
also considered, however they are very inefficient over the required
temperature range. The probability of actually constructing such a
system, even in a 1990 time frame, is not great. A more realistic
approach would be to place a number of smaller refrigerators in a series
to form a cascade system, except that such systems are prone to failure.
c
If twenty 10 watt refrigerators were.used, for instances each one having
a 95 percent chance of running for three years without failure, there
would be only a 36 percent chance that the entire system would run
for three years. In view of these difficultir^ it was decided that
passive cooling of the system is desirable.
2.3.6.1. C02 Mixing Gas Laser
The mixing gas las.er system (Figure 10} is the most complicated
of the'systems to be considered. In this system CO gas is excited by
40
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flowing It through the black body. After emerging from the black body,
the gas Is mixed with CQ2 and H20 catalysts the excitation tnergy is
transferred to the C0~» and the gas mixtyrt is transfered to a laser
cavity where it Tases. After las ing tht C02 and H«0 catalyst must be
removed from tht CO gas before the CO can begin the cyele anew. There
are three feasible means of accomplishing this separation; refrigera-
tion (active or passive) absorption beds, and electrochemical cells.
Most of the difficulties with active refrigeration have been
mentioned previously. Since it is necessary to obtain a gas temperature
of 125°K In order to obtain the required gas purity, passive refrigera-
tion requires very large radiator areas. This increases the danger of
meteorite damage and the mass of the radiator (see Section 3); however,
it is extremely simple and reliable if properly shielded. A recuperator
may be used to decrease the cooling requirements (Figure 11).
The absorbent bed approach has a number of uncertainties asso-
ciated with it. The most important of these is the question of how
.quickly a bed may be purified for reuse. Calculations involving four
Linde molecular sieves (Type 4-A) in the configuration depicted in
Figure 12 indicate that a mass of approximately 1.5 mt of sieve is re-
quired, where ift is the gas flow through the black body and t is the
amount of time required to purify a sieve from 28 torr partial pressure
of C02 and 1.4 torr H.,0 to 0.01 torr of each. Larger fractions of C0«
and H20 would cause serious de-activation of CO before it reaches the
laser cavity. For values of m £ 20 kg/sec, t < 100 sec yields accept-
able masses if molecular sieves are used to purify the water and C02 out
of the CO stream. This system would eliminate the necessity of a
regenerative heat exciianger as well as the inconvenience of handling
solid C02 and ice. In order to purify the beds they could be heated
with gas from Stage 3 of Figure 10 and then be pumped down. If t
must significantly exceed 100 sec, the mass of the sieves will probably
be prohibitive.
42.
78 01693
Figure 11. Recuperated Refrigeration Scheme
for C02, H20 removal
"' The use of an electrochemical cell is also a possibility. The
use of such a cell introduces a number of complications to the system
(Figure 13), however the possibility of recovering some of the energy
needed for thi gas separation as electrical energy makes this penalty
less severe. This system requires 0« to be circulated with the C©2 and
H?06 and still requires a dessicant for water removal from the CO stream.
This dessicant would weigh much less than the molecular sieves of the
previous paragraph, but could still be quite massive. It is difficult
to estimate the mass and effectiveness of this system as it is still in
the developmental stages.
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)urge
purge -jn
out
purge
out
surge
purge in
out purgeout
Hstage 1 = 5.17% C02 + .0031% H20 (by weight)
Stage 2 = C^ C02
Stage 3 = Q2% C02 (Note: C2 - 0 may be required for cooling time)
Stage 4 = cleansing cycle
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
78 0189U 0 < t< T
' T < t<2T
2 T < t<3T
3 T < t<4i
Sieve 1
Sieve 2
Sieve 3
Sieve 4
Sieve 2
Sieve 3
Sieve 4
Sieve 3
Sieve 3
Sieve 4
Sieve 1
Sieve 2
Sieve 4
Sieve 1
Sieve 2
Sieve 1
= time required to cleanse a sieve
MTotal valves
Figure 12. Cascaded Molecular Sieves for H^O, C02 Removal
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In addition to the gas purification apparatus, the mixing
laser requires a mixing system and a method for rapidly transferring
the mixed gas into a laser cavity. These processes both involve pres-
sure drops in the system and an increase in pumping requirements. The
laser cavities themselves may either be placed directly after the mix-
ing nozzles (in which case there will be many cavities) or sufficiently
far down stream that the cavities may be consolidated into one or a few.
The black body itself and the methods for containing the gas in
it will be discussed in later sections.
2.3.6.2 C02 Static Laser System
The use of a static lasant gas is the simplest approach to
black body mediated pumping. In this scheme the laser cavities are "
placed inside the black body (see Figure 14). The gas inside the laser/f
tubes is pumped by means of the radiation in the black body (character- \
ized by a temperature TQ) and the laser radiation from each laser tube 'o i
cavity emanates from the end of that cavity after first passing through
an annular lens« The laser light is focussed through a very smalj; hole
in the black body wallc and collected again by an identical lens .outside
the black body cavity. A coolant must be circulated down the center of
the laser tube to insure that the gas furthest from the coolant is
adequately cooled (Figure 14). The eoolant could be a liquid or gas
circulated through the center pipe; tht center pipe could also take
the form of a "heat pipe."47'48 In addition to this, a very slow flow
of the lasant gas could be produced, or a slow rotation could be im-
parted to the satellite. This would cause axial convective cooling in
the former eases, or azimuthal convection 1n the latter, thus increasing
the heat transfer rate and keeping the gas cooler.
 0
If C09 is used as the lasant, the gas can be kept at 350 t'o 4008K.
This decreases the radiator arta required for cooling considerabl-y if the
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Figure 13. Electrochemical Cell for hLO, C0~ Removal
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78 08583
Figure 14. C02 Static Solar-Pumped Laser System
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heat transfer coefficient between the cjas and the coolant is large (mean-
ing that the coolant need be only a few degrees cooler than the desired
gas temperature). The most critical aspect of this system is the laser
tube walls. Since there is no, or very little, gas flow to cool the
walls, they must be very transparent to the incident radiation in order
that high temperatures are not developed due to absorption. The walls
may be extremely thin in this cases since the C0« gas is at very low
pressure^ which will aid in keeping the walls transparent.
2.3.6.3 CO Flowing Gas Laser
This laser system is similar to the mixing laser system, except
that the lasant is now pure CO gas which must be maintained at a tem-
perature of M25 °K. There is no need in this system to remove any
impurities from the lasant, which reduces the complexity of the system
considerably in comparison to the mixing gas system. Furthermore, the
laser tubes in this system can.be inside the black body itself, as in
the static laser case. The pressure of the lasant will be assumed to
be 3/4 atm, and the temperature of the gas will be restricted to the
range between 125 and 150 °K. The CO gas must remain in the laser
tubes for a time sufficient for lasing, then must be flushed out for
cooling back to 125 °K. Cooling is the critical process in this system,
since radiation at 125 °K requires large radiator areas.
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SECTION 3
COMPARISON TO OTHER LASERS
In order to evaluate all three types of laser on an equal basis
approximate designs for the collector-concentrator, absorber cavity,
heat exchangers, power unit and waste heat radiator are developed
below and applied uniformly to each type of laser. These components and
the laser system components are also weighed on a uniform basis.
Because a choice of specific technology leads to particular weight
characteristics, a sensitivity analysis has also been carried out
to determine the influence of key components such as the radiator
weight and the collector-concentrator weight on the total system
weight for each type of laser. The status of current technology
required for the three laser types is presented along with an identi-
fication of critical areas needing further development.
This section concludes with a comparison of the feasibility
and cost-effectiveness of each of the laser types. The C02 GDI
proves to be the heaviest and most expensive system and the indirect
optically pumped laser (IOPL) is the lightest and least expensive
The solar IOPL also employs an acceptable level of technology within
the 1990 time frame. For these reasons it has been chosen as the best
laser and the conceptual design is selected from those candidates
presented in Section 2.
3.1. Col 1eetor°Concentrators:
The geometry of the collector is shown in Figure 15. Balancing
the energy flux at earth orbit (assuming a collector reflectivity, TV,)
&1 "leads to*J
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7881862
Figure 15. Sepmetry of Solar Radiation Collector and Optics
where X is the radiation flux at the collector, F 1s the average radia-
tion flux it the sun's surface,, Ffs Is the average radiation flux at the
focal spot (area A), D is the diameter of the collector, R is the sun's
radius and R is the earth-sun distance. The focal spot area of a perfect
43paraboloid collector is
(26)
where 6m is the run angle of the collector. Solving for F /F gives
Ffs/Fs =
The aperture number is given by
, l+cos6m
D 4sin6m
Thus ,
/0ftX29)
For a simple paraboloid the maximum value of F, /F is n«/4 occurring
at 0.. ^  45 degrees. For this value of 9mS f e 0.6. Aperture numbers
less than this result in aberrations which prevent further concentration
of light. Larger f -numbers pose no optical problems, but the resultant
solar flux at the focal spot 1s decreased.
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The foregoing analysis applies to a perfect paraboloid and the
intensity distribution at the focal plane is shown in Figure 16
for b/d = 0. In practice imperfections in the collector surface will
broaden and diffuse the intensity distribution at the focal plane,
with the consequence that a given size absorber (or cavity aperture)
will receive less energy from the collector compared to the perfect
case. To compute this £ffects consider the maximum angle of deviation
of a reflected solar ray from the direction of propagation of the same
ray reflected from a perfect parabolic mirror (see Figure 17):
di is the size of the first order image, <j> is the angular diameter of
the sun and 9m is the rim angle of the mirror. Then the ray will be
incident upon the focal plane a distance
b _ 2ad
8
4>cosCmcos(-|)
(30)
m
from the center of the first order image ( Figure 17) .
The deviation of the mirror from a perfect paraboloid may occur
due to facetting or distortions resulting from imperfect construction
of the mirror. While the quantity -j- can be made much smaller than 1 itdi
i>-« t/i
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Figure 17. Geometry of Mirror Imperfections of Order a
for Rim Angle, 6 , and Mirror Diameter, D.
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will not be possible to make it zero. This will result 1n an energy
distribution similar to jf s 0 1n Figure 16 but rounded to begin
K
approaching the j = 1 case. If this shape is approximated by a
gaussian, efficiency calculations may be carried out in closed form.
Assuming a gaussian with width parameter "a" (Figure 13)
the finite aperture-diffuse image losses can be quantified by means
of the quantity
_ flux into aperture
diff totalflux ref1ected from mirror
With a gaussian peak, this becomes (where r is the aperture radius)
n
dx
diff /*_ 1 /x\z
e '
(31)
Since
15^= y,
e"y ^ ydy -21 e~' vdv f ° .-«* (32)
or
/
Jo
o -y2/2
e ydy 1 - e•k' (33)
Equation (31) becomes
ndiff B (34)
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78 01885
Figure 18.
(r/a)
Gaussian Intensity Distribution as a Function
of Radius, r, and Gaussian Parameter, a.
:.-" 3
As early as 1962 it was possible to manufacture a deployable
collector/concentrator of 12 meters diameter which had a mirrbr quality
of.1 c$f= 3 x 10'" radians ,49 Comparing this to the sun's angular
diameter of 10"2 radians suggests from equation (30), that;bVd -can be
as small as 0.01 even in a larger collector where individual'facets
making up the total mirror are manufactured in the size and'with
the tolerance of the 1967 mirror. - -
It is also evident from this discussion that the collector-
concentrator, because of its considerable size (at least 10"m2/,
for a ten percent efficient solar laser), will require a combination
of deployment and assembly in space using facets of the type described
above. A rigid but lightweight frame to support and align each of the
facets will be required, plus a control network and servo-mechantsms
for turning the facets. *' "
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The alternative approach is to construct a much simpler and
less precise reflecting surface, trading off the weight and complexity
of the former scheme for a more dispersed intensity distribution at
the focal plane. There is an obvious need to develop lighter weight
collector technology and a variety of authors have discussed materials
and structures for accomplishing this goal. Material properties are
summarized in Table 7, showing their mass densities and reflectivities.
In some instances, the mirror profiles are attained in flat
facets made from an extra-light weight reflecting "skin" of metallized
plastic stretched by springs across a rigid framework. In order to
achieve a surface quality of b/d =0.01, approximately 10" flat facets
would be required, each properly aimed.
The choice of mirror quality is in part determined by the
temperature of the absorbing body. In the case of a high temperature
Table 7. Collector-Concentrator Materials
and Properties (Ref. 80)
Materials Properties (3 to 6 g/m2)
Kapton*
Mylar
Ciba-Geigy B-100
Ciba-Giegy P-100
Elec.trocast Poly-
Amides
Plasma Etched 7.6ym to 2ym thick
Chemically Etched
2ym thick
Similar to B-100 but better high temperature
(up to 400°C) performance
Less than lum thick
*Any of these materials can be ceated with 1000 A0of Aluminum
giving a net reflectance of 88 percent or better; 125 A of Chromium
also insures a high emittance (>0.6).
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absorber (e.g,9 black body cavity or high temperature Brayton cycle
receiver), the re-radiation losses are exaccerbated by/large apertures
and so the incoming radiation intensity distribution should be as
sharply confined as possibles requiring high mirror quality. For low
temperature receivers, the mirror quality is not nearly so important.
The combination of these two influences is discussed more in the next
subsection.
For purposes of weighing laser systems on a comparable basis,
we shall apply the Hughes study weights. These are intermediateg
between those chosen by Rather et al. for their very large collector
areas, and those used by earlier studies. The Hughes study did not
go into detail as to how the radiator weight was derived so that for
an absolute weight some justification is still required. More will
be said about the exact choice of radiator material and structure
in the conceptual design of Section 4.
3.2. Cavity Absorbers '
Cavity absorbers receive sunlight from the collector-concentrator
and convert thermal power for the laser system. Two aspects of cavity
absorbers are important to solar powered lasers. These are the
radiation losses at the receiving aperture and the upper temperature
limits imposed by materials, in the cavity walls, heat exchanger
tubes and coolants. In the case of indirect solar pumped lasers
only the black body cavity walls pose a direct limitation since there
are no heat exchangers or high temperature coolants used. However,
all of the laser concepts will require auxiliary power which
we assume to be provided by a solar Brayton cycle. In this case
all three material categories impose limits on cavity absorber
performance.
The re-radiation losses can be quantified by means sf
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Power Re-radiated
Power collected
For 0 5 j < 1, the maximum intensity of the focused radiation is
one-fourth the solar flux where nM = 1 (i.e., 100 percent reflectivity)
(Ref. 13, 43). Thus in the case of a Gaussian distribution of
intensity at the cavity aperture, the power collected is
1
 (r\ 2 -1 --*1 _ „ fr /-23T Tla)
••
 n
 - T nT * I ' f P \ /
coll ydy
(35)
where T = the equivalent black-body temperature of the sun = 5785 °K
The power re-radiated is given by irr2oTg1', so that
2Trr2oTg"
ydy
-i
(36)
or
(37)
Combining equations (37) and (34) gives
i/V
7 la
diff 1 -
n is plotted versus (~) for four values of TD in Figure 19C '5 D
maximum value for n is given by
(38)
The
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(39)
or
The values of j and n are indicated in Figure 19 for each of
o max
the values of T . Clearly, low values of T_ permit high efficiencies
B B
of energy utilization. The impact of this effect has been included in
the discussion of indirect solar-pumped lasers in Section 4. It
is also incorporated in the computation of solar powered Brayton
cycle efficiencies and materials choices presented in the next
subsection.
The technology of cavity absorbers has recently received increased
attention due to the national solar thermal power R and D program-
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. A selection of cavity
receiver concepts developed for the power tower solar thermal scheme
is shown in Figure 20. The peak operating temperatures and coolant
materials are listed in Table 8, The temperature of these cavities
is limited by the fact that the hot materials in the cavity are in
contact with air ill owing oxidation to occur. Higher temperatures
could presumably be employed with these cavities if they were operated
in a neutral atmosphere or in the hard vacuum of space. However,
the limit of heat exchangers still would require peak temperatures
to be kept belew 1700 °K. Recent ceramic heat exchanger research by
the Garrett AiResearch Corp and others ' for combustion gases has
shown that 19008K is feasible for the heat exchanger material itself
(i.e., Silicon Nitride) and that peak coolant temperatures of 2100 °K
may be achieved. Because of weight and heat transfer requirements
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Table 8.
 ; Materials and Temperaturas for
Cavity Absorber Examples *
Cavity Construction Temperature/Pressure
Honeywel1
McDonald
Douglas
Boeing*
Martin Maretta
Vertical Cavity
Water/Steam
External Absorber
Water/Steam
Vertical Cavity
Horizontal Cavity
Water/Steam
510° C/10.Q MPa
510° C/10.1 flPa
816°C/3.4 MPa
510° C/9.3 MPa
t Ref. 81
* Ref. 82
we shall utilize liquid lithium as the coolant in our design for
space power plant. The lithium carries heat from the cavity absorber
to a second heat exchanger where it heats up the gaseous working
fluid in the Brayton cycle power units. This constitutes the conventional
design approach.
A more advanced cavity design,, suggested by A. Hertzberg53
has also been considered for a higher efficiency power cycle design,
as shown in Figure 21. The high temperature potential of the volume-
heated, cooler wall absorber cavity in Figure 21 is on the order of
2000 °K to 3000 °K. The walls are cooled by transpiration of
the working fluid (e.g., potassium) through the walls into the central
heating region. There the focussed solar radiation -is absorbed by
the pressure broadened lines of the working fluid (e.g., see Figure 22)
and the highest temperature gases are exhausted into the power unit.
No heat exchanger is required in this device so that all of the wall
and window materials are kept well below the peak temperatures of
the working fluid, thereby avoiding many of the more-- conventional
limitations. The window design shown in Figure 21 is an attempt.
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Figure 21. Solar Radiation Boiler-Receiver 3olar Radiation from the
Collectors in Focussed (at left) on the Transparent Window
and Absorbed in the Heating Zone by the Driver Gas. The
High Temperature Gases are..Exhausted (at right) to the
Energy Conversion System.0
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to use high temperature quartz or other materials pre-stressed by the
window framework to avoid leakage. The window can also be designed
to face convex inwards so that the higher pressure working fluid will
place the window materials under compression. A mosaic structure is
used so that the window flats can be thin and lightweight yet sufficiently
strong. The framework is made highly reflecting to avoid being heated.
Each type of cavity absorber unit must be well insulated to de-
crease radiative losses from the walls. However, insulating materials
are generally lightweight. The heaviest portion of such cavities will
be the heat exchanger (if any) or glass tubes (in the case of the black
body cavity). Hence, the cavities used with the Brayton cycle power
units will be weighed as if they were just heat exchangers and individual
designs will be used for weighing the black body cavities of indirect
solar pumped lasers. In the case of the advanced cavity, the weight is
estimated on the basis of pressure vessel technology instead of heat
exchanger technology. Rather good precedents exist for the advanced
absorber cavity in the development of liquid fuel rocket nozzles such
as those used for the Saturn series of rockets in the Apollo space program.
3.3 Brayton Cycle Power Units
Brayton cycle space power plants have been studied extensively.
Most of the earlier design efforts were for relatively low output
power on the order of 50 kW » . More recently with the interest
in solar power satellites, thermal power plants in the multi-megawatt
range have been considered ' . A summary of a selection of these
Brayton cycles is given in Table 9. A plot of the specific power
versus absolute output power, shown in Figure 23, quickly reveals
that an economy of scale exists which favor? large units. The
largest single design modules are 250 I!W from the Boeing studies of
the SPS (Rsf. 58). Since their specific power does not fall on
the line shown in Figure 23 we presume that the scale effects might
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cease after a module size of approximately 10 MW. These designs generally
-are conservative in form, using low enough cycle temperatures to guaran-
tee reliable performance over a many year lifetime. As a result the oper-
ating efficiencies are on the order of 25 percent. We shall adopt 25 per-
cent for .he conventional designs as a guideline for sizing the collector-
concentrator, absorbing cavity and waste heat radiator serving the Brayton
cycle power unit. A specific power of 2.55 kg/kW output will also be used.
In fact, the Boeing study ' utilized a thermo-electric topping cycle,
Brayton bottoming cycle combination, to generate electricity at a higher
efficiency than 25 percent. So it should be kept in mind that more ad-
vanced cycles do exist and that as a result the basic evaluation of the
laser system weight may be on the conservative side. We shall discuss a high
temperature advanced power cycle in more detail below.
A schematic of the conventional Brayton power cycle is shown in Figure 24,
using an approach suggested by the AiResearch Corp . The T-s cycle corres-
ponding to Figure 24 is shown in the next Figure 25, where regeneration is
SOLAR
POWER
OUTPUT
POWER
78 9165'
Figure 24. Schematic of Brayton Cycle Power Unit with
Regenerator and Intercooled Compressors
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indicated by the hatched region. Hence, the absorber cavity must supply
heat to this cycle in the temperature range of 638 °K up to 1600 °K. Re-
jected heat is radiated at §56 "K down to 380 °K. In the following sub-
section the question of the best radiator temperature will be addressed;
1t is only necessary to say here that the radiator and Brayton cycle tem-
peratures can be ehosen to optimize their combined performance. The cycle
shown in Figure 25 has the following properties.
Turbine pressure ratio, 11. - 6.2
Peak turbine temperature s 1200 °K
Compressor pressure ratio, t\ =2.67
Peak compressor Temperature, T = 470 °K
Working fluid, Helium/Xenon: M = 60 (molecular weight)
Adiabatic turbine efficiency, TV = 0.93
Adiabatic compressor efficiency, n = 0.85
Regenerator Effectiveness» e = 0.9
Pressure drop in Heat exchangers
and regenerator (per component), AP/p = 3 percent
kWSpecific net power output, =0.4 /kg/sec\
76 01696
Figure 25. Temperature-Entropy Diagram for Brayton Power Unit
Shown in Figure 24
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An advanced energy exchanger/turbine power unit concept has
also been developed by MSNW for a laser driven heat engine62 and by
A. Hertzberg et al. for a solar driven power system. The energy
exchanger is a device which promises to increase substantially the
thermal efficiency of turbine power generators. The energy exchanger
is a compact device which transmits the work of expansion of a high
temperature gas through a gas interface to a colder, lighter molecular
weight gas which, in turn, drives a conventional turbine. Because
this is a work transfer device, the overall thermal efficiency is
determined by the high temperature of the driver working fluid and
is independent of the temperature of colder, driven gas.
It can be shown that the transfer of energy across a gas inter-
face by a compression wave is facilitated by a condition called
impedance matching, which requires that no acoustic wave be reflected
from the interface, i.e., the original wave be transmitted in full
strength. In terms of the state of the two gases* impedance matching
means that the specific heat ratio, YS and the product of the density
and sound speed, pa, must be the same on each side of the interface. The
combination of these two conditions guarantees that the ratio of.'the
gas temperatures on either side of the interface is equal to the ;"
ratio of the molecular weights. That is» by choosing the molecular
weight ratio of driver to driven gas (i.e., impedance matching),
we can control within wide limits the temperature of the colder driven
gas to be compatible with conventional tyrbine 1nlit temperature limits.
Thus, a high efficiency thermal cycle can be designed using the energy
exchanger to couple a high temperature source to conventional low
temperature turbines. In the case of solar energy the advanced cavity
shown in Figure 21 would provide the high temperature driver gas to
the energy exchanger. The detailed operation of the energy exchanger
^1s discussed in Reference 62.
\
. Energy exchanger devices have been built and operated for large,
high temperature (4500 °K) application and in small sizes (10 kwatt),
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but t^ese have not yet been optimized for high efficiency operation.
Seippel,^3 of the Brown-Boveri Company, was the first to demonstrate
f: '
an efficient gasdynamic energy exchanger/ the "Comprex," in which gas
compression was accomplished by shock processes. The Comprex trans-
ferred 69 percent of the aviilable work of expansion through a com-
pression ratio of 2.5. Later, independent research was carried out by
Kantrowitz et al. at Cornell University, Berchtold at ITE and Zurich.
At Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory (CAL, now CALSPAN), work continued
on this type of machinery in the 1950s for propulsion,, chemical pro-
cessing, and a hypersonic wind tunnel. A prototype and a full-scale
energy exchanger device called a "wave superheater" were constructed
at CAL and operated successfully for wind tunnel applications over a
five-year period.64 Temperatures as high as 4500 °K, with air flows
of 5 Ibs/sec, were achieved in the full-scale wave superheater
(Figure 26).
On a smaller scale (approximately 10 kW), Brown-Boveri has
..started manufacturing a Cotnprex-Supercharger for Diesel engines,
shown schematically in Figure 27. Test data by Brown-Boveri claim
improvements in both power performance and economy over Seippel's original
design, while also claiming beneficial effects on air pollution. In
particular, the responsiveness of the Comprex-Supercharger system
is outstanding. This device is the first entry of a wave machine into
the commercial market.
The most recent study on energy exchanger technology, performed
in 1977 at MSNW, explored the conceptual design, operc.;ion, material
requirements, and peak cycle efficiency (on the order of 70 percent)
for an energy exchanger used to boost the performance of an advanced
fuels fusion reactor. The results of that study showed that the power
conversion system employing an energy exchanger in a combined gas
turbine/steam cycle would allow a relatively neutron-free fusion fuel
to produce net-electric power. No insurmountable technological
70
77 60917
Figure 26. Photograph of the Full-Scale Gasdynamic Wave Heater
Drum Constructed and Operated at CAL
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ENGINE
CELL WHEEL
BELT DRIVE
HIGH PRESSURE
EXHAUST GAS
HIGH PRESSURE AIR
LOW PRESSURE AIR INTAKE
LOW PRESSURE EXHAUST
Tl 0 I( |
Figure 27. Schematic of the Supercharging Application of the
Comprex Waveheater Currently Being Marketed by
Brown-Boveri Company
barriers to developing that power conversion system were apparent.
The potential for an efficient "hands-on" fusion reactor in facilitating
long-term energy needs is clearly impressive. MSNW is currently
developing an efficient energy exchanger for power production under
support from the Basic Energy Sciences Division of DOE.
From a consideration of ideal regenerated and intercooled
cycles, it was found that the best configuration for the energy ex-
changer/turbine consists of three intercooled compressors, and one
or possibly two turbines fed by an equivalent number of energy
72
exchangers, as shown schematically in Figure 28. The expression for
the actual cycle efficiency is
(41)
where
.Hi
K = (ntd[l - (l - ncd)ncd * I)'1
represents the effects of the energy exchanger component efficiency
(which is equal to (ntdncd) '2), nt and nc are the turbine and' com-
pressor efficiencies for the D (driver) and d (driven) loops shown
(42)
TURBINE
LASER
ENERGY
77 01279
ABSORBER
CAVITY
ENERGY
EXCHANGER
LOOP d
1
 RADIATOR
ELECTRIC
POWER
GENERATOR
COMPRESSOR
Figure 28o Schematic of Intercooled, Regenerated Brayton Cycle
Utilizing an Energy Exchanger for High Efficiency .
Operation
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Figure 29. Energy Exchanger/Turbine Efficiency and Regenerator
Peak Temperature (T/T as Functions of Maximufn-to-
Minimuni Temperature Ratio T = T./T. and Compressor
Ratio TTCD [T = 10* for n£E = 70S instead of *5X;
(Tg/T^ * corresponds to Tg = 1170 °K when T3 • 300 °K]
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in Figure 28 and e is the regenerator effectiveness. The values
of TU,, and n j are taken to be equal, and each is equal to the squaretu cd
root of the energy exchanger efficiency. The computation of the tem-
perature ratios, T- and T,, and pressure ratio, IT., can be obtained
by prescribing the peak-to-minimum cycle temperature ratio, T, and
the pressure ratio, IT
 D, for a single compressor. The results are
shown in Figure 29. For example, if T.J = 300 °K, T = 10 implies a
peak temperature of 3000 °K and a possible peak efficiency of nearly
6260 percent for this system.
3.4. Heat Exchanger
The design of the cavity absorber and heat exchanger which
delivers heat to this Brayton cycle is based on a black-body type
cavity absorber with improved heat exchanger materials within the
cavity itself to raise its coolant operating temperatures to the
order of 1700 °K (3000 °R). A plan view of a finned tube heat
exchanger in the Brayton cycle loop is shown in Figure 30; the
cavity coolant tubes are shown schematically on the left. The number
of tubes in the power unit heat exchanger can be determined by the
amount of heat which must be delivered to the working fluid as well
PARABOLIC
CONCENTRATOR
78 01699
TH =1700°KHE
 (3000°R)
Cavity \
Heat Exchanger
Figure 30. Heat Source Exchanger
= 1500°K
= 2700°R
Duct Flow
Heat Exchanger
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as the liquid metal coolant temperature. This relationship is shown
graphically in Figure 31 issuming 19 tubes across the duct on two-inch
centers and each tube one inch O.D. (e.g. for the GDI application).
The advantage of finned over unfinned heat exchangers is also illustrated.
A reasonable snymber of the tybes in the downstream direction should not
exceed 100 in order to keep the pressure drop reasonable. Hence a
liquid metal temperature on the order of 3100 °R (1720 °K) has been
chosen. A glance at the liquid lithium vapor pressure in Figure 32
shows that a pressure of about 2.5 a biospheres is required to prevent
boiling.^7 Since this is a sealed unit, a small pump is required to
circulate the liquid metal; a magnetic induction pump with no moving
parts in the lithium stream should suffice.
The total tube wall area AH in the absorber cavity can be computed
assuming an aperture radius r % 2.8a where a is the Gaussian half-width
of the focussed radiation. This value of r/a approximately maximizes
nc, the collector efficiency, in the neighborhood of a cavity temperature,
Tg = 1500 °K (e.g. see Figure 19). Also, we pick a collector rim angle
of 45 degrees in order to reach the peak concentration ratios for para-
boloidal mirrors. Under this condition the total radiation entering
the cavity can be written as
in = 2I1n f 0 - ; - r a > Aa (43,
where I. s 0.25 Fa, and A, is the cavity aperture area.in $ Ti a
Simple energy balance between the power entering and "saving the
cavity gives
Ah hf(TB " V + EOVAa = *in (44)
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where h, is the heat transfer coefficient for a liquid metal,
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Figure 31. Heat Exchanger for Liquid Metal to Gas Heat Transfer
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Figure 32. Variation of Boiling Point with Pressure
hf = 0.625 (45)
and Tf is the liquid metal temperature, 1720 °f'. Solving (44) for
AS/A. gives31 &
"
. ,
B
(46)
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which is plotted in Figure 33 versus the cavity temperature, T
choice of Tg = 1700 °
too large an area A. (i.e., A./A
n n i
K appears adequate to keep n high yet not have
8).
3.5 Waste Heat Radiator
Considerable difference exists in the literature for the design
and weight of waste heat radiators. The Pratt and Whitney study used
a separate liquid coolant in a finned tube radiator having a specific
weight of 2.4 kg/kW of radiated power. The Hughes study assumed very
approximately that a deployable radiator (i.e., unfolding, Teflon and
aluminum structure) of the type designed for Sky Lab could be used with
a specific weight of 0.23 kg/kW. Neither of these designs are armored
against meteorite puncture.
24
20
16
12
L1THIUI1
3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3SOO 3600
!„.<'»>
Figure 33. Ratio of Heat Exchanger Tube Area (A,,) to Aberrated
Image Area (As) at Entrance to Cavity for Lithium
Coolant as a Function of Temperature
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Three factors Influence the specific weight. First, the temperature
and pressure of the coolant will affect the stress load on the radiator,
and hence the type of material to be used. If meteorite protection iis
desired, then armoring thickness will be the second factor inflyeneivig
' ••- •
the weight. In this case the radiator mass will depend universally on
the fourth power of tiie GOO!ant temperature since more area is required
to radiate a given amount of grsergy 1f It is available only at lower
temperatures,, Third, the particular design of the radiator structure
will also affect the specific weight. These major influences are dis-.
cussed below in an effort to arrive at a self-consistint basis for com-
paring radiator designs for each of the lasers being examined. . , ,.
8 • ' • ' " 'The figure of 0.23 kg/kW quoted by Hughes corresponds to a radiator
density of 4 kg/m2 at 475 k, which is the area! density of an aluminum -
sheet 0.125 mm thick. According to Figure 34 there should then be around
10"5 meteroid impacts per second with enough energy to penetrate a sheet
of aluminum this thick. Since radiator dimensions on the order of or
0.001" 0.01" 0.1" 1"
UJ
o
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(/"» OL
f~ O
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Figure 34, Hetsoroid Impact Frequency as a Function
of Minimum Meteoroid Mass43
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the radiator thickness will remain constant .up to T . s 475 °K,andrad
increase above 475 °K, providing adequate protection from meteroids
at all temperatures (see Figure 36).
I L
<h>T
(mm)
1.0 !:
0.1
76 01905
250 500 750 . 1000
Figure 36. Average Radiator Thickness vs. Temperature
3.6. Solar Powered Gas Dynamic Laser
The closed cycle gas dynamic laser (GDI) analysis performedj
by Young and.Kelch of Pratt and Whitney (P and W) serves as a basic
design used in this evaluation,, The GDI investigated for space
application was developed in three versions in the original study;
each GDI was powered by a nuclear reactor. The first version utilized
a compressor to provide all ©f the heat to the lasant, as shown in
the diagram in Figure 37. The second and third version applied
conventional and advanced technology, respectively, to a regeneratively
heated flow loop as shown in Figure 38.
The basic operation of all three versions depends on similar
physics. The lasant is heated snd then expanded so rapidly that the
kinetic temperature drops btlov* the vibrational temperature producing
an inverted population of exeltsd states which lase. The expansion
is supersonic. In a closed eyele the gas must be slowed down and
82
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Figure 37. •'• Temperature-Entropy Diagram of Non-Regenerated
C02 GDI
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Figure 38. Recuperated C02 GDI (1 MW, y « 1.4)
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re-compressed to close the loop. A dlffuser is used to decelerate the
gas, recovering a good bit of the initial gas temperatures. In the first
version most of this thermal energy is radiated as waste heat in the lat-
ter two versions some of the termal energy is used to heat up the recom-
pressed gas.
The principal differences between each version involves compressor
technology, the first version requiring a high temperature compressor
(presently unavailable and needing development) the second version
relying on existing low temperature compressor technology and the
third version depending on the development of a lightweight re-
cuperator. We have adapted the second version of the GDL^to a solar
power source and have employed a waste heat radiator design consistent
with all of the other laser types evaluated. The basic GDL parameters
are summarized in Table 10 for the P and W 1 megawatt laser.
• The flow loop is diagramed schematically in,Figure 39 where the
dashed lines enclose the additions made to the Pratt and Whitney
designs to provide solar power and to radiate waste heat. Solar energy
must be supplied both to heat the lasant to 2700 °R and to drive the
• Brayton cycle power unit. The P & W design indicates that 606 MW
of heat must be supplied at 2700 °R. Using the heat exchanger design
discussed in Section 3,4 we see that a collector of - 100 m diameter
is required as well as a cavity absorber to transfer the absorbed
heat to the liquid lithium. The Brayton cycle must supply 8.8 MW
of power to the laser loop compressor. Considering the weights
discussed in Section 3.3 a specific weight of 2.55 Kg/Kw of output
power is used. Similarly, the 14.4 MW of waste heat that must be
radiated from the laser loop is available at 665 °K down to 380 °K.
A weight minimization similar to that conducted in the P & W
study has been carried out here using a set of specific weights
self-consistent with the Hughes study so that the two types of
84
Table 10. Supersonic C02 GDL (1 MW)7
Parameters:
Laser Frequency (microns) 10.6
Gas Mix (N2: C02; H20) 91:8:1
Stagnation Pressure (torr) 7755
Stagnation Temperature (°K) 1500
Nozzle Area Ratio 30:1
Mass Flow (kg/sec) 43.6
Cavity Width (cm) • 14.86
Optical Configuration 2UO/3
Cavity Length (cm) 46
Cavity Height (cm) 13
Compressor Power (MW) 8.8
Heat Source (MW) 6.6
Heat Rejection (MW) 14.4
Weights (kg):
CNM 753
Diffuser 6S804
Recuperator 25,583
Heat Sink Heat Exchanger 6s,083
Compressor 290
Aerodynamic Window 136
Heat Source Heat Exchanger 426
Ducts 3,606
Tanks 4,536
Optics 318
Laser Subsystem 48,534 kg
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lasers can be compared on an equal basis. Those specific weights
are listed in Table 11. The laser loop compressor exit temperature
is the key variable in the weight minimization. This temperature
can be phrased in terms of the compressor power, P , so that the total
6DL weight is given by,
"total ' WL + Wsc + WH1 + WRE + WH2 * WRA * "p + Wc (47>
where W = solar collector weight for laser loop, Wu, - absorberSC n I
cavity weight for laser loop, WR^ ~ laser loop recuperator weight,
WH2 = heat sink heat exchanger weight, W.,. = laser loop waste heat
radiator weight, W = weight of solar Brayton power unit,' Wr = weightP *•
of laser loop compressor, W. = weight of remaining elements of the
laser loop. The sum of
WL + WS(. +'WH1'« 8404 k9 (48)
' • ' • j 1 . - ' - . • , :
is constant throughout the minimization. For regenerator effectiveness
EDC = 1 (the most optimistic case), the weight equation becomesKt •'._
W * 8404 + Q.56 [27. 8(2.667-. 12PC)] + 0.109 P "+ (49)
+ f7.02 x IP1-8 . _
+ t . p * ) P + 2.55 P^ + 0.098 P
c
where the order of terms is the same as in equation (47). Note the
strong dependence on P due to the radiator temperature in the fourth
term: here an optimistic assumption that T . = T
 exit» the exit
temperature of the compressor (i.e., inlet temperature for the
radiator instead of the average radiator temperature). The minimum
weight is
 %
Wtotal ' 64»626 k§ at pc = 12»413 kU. (50)
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Table 11. Specific Weights for Comparative
Evaluation of Solar Lasers
Component
Ducts, Nozzles
Optical Cavity,
Diff users
Radiator?
Turbines,
Compressors
Recuperator
Collector
Solar Brayton
Coefficient
144 sec
0.23 (kg/kW)
0.098 (kg/kW)
0.55 (kg/kW)
0.32 (kg/kW)
2.55 (kg/kW)
Scaling Variable
\ASER (k9/sec)
gas flow
PRAD {kW)
POUT (kw)
p ( HJ\KRECUP VKW;
PCOLLECT ^
"niir 'K'*'
Reference
Hughes
(Ref. 8)
Hughes
(Ref, 8)
Hughes .
(Ref. 8)
P & W
(Ref. 7)
Hughes
(Ref. 8)
MSNW
Power Unit
This corresponds to a compressor exit temperature of 785 °K. The
radiator inlet and outlet temperatures are 785 °K and 536 °K, re-
spectively. These conditions vary considerably from those identified
by P 6 W for the minimum weight conditions because lighter specific
weights are used (to be consistent with the other lasers considered
here) and because a solar power plant instead of a nuclear power
plant was used. However, the higher temperature portion of the flow
loop conditions are the same as the P & W study so that the nozzle,
laser cavity and diffuser conditions are unchanged.
P & W has identified the critical technologies for the GDI as
being the variable geometry diffuser design, heat exchanger and re-
cuperator material development and optical system development.
Improvements in present materials and design would allow a lighter
more reliable laser to be built. The minimum weight computed above
would require about 2.5 space shuttle loads (i.e., on the order of
27,000 kg each).69
3.7. Solar Powered Electric Discharge Laser
The closed cycle electric discharge laser (EDL) analysis per-p
formed by Bailey and Smith of Hughes Aircraft Co (Hughes) is used as
the basic EDL design in this evaluation. They examined both C02 and
CO EDL's for CW space application assuming a solar power source. The
C02 system was somewhat heavier than the CO system but this dis-
advantage was countered by a much better understood technology for the
C02 system. A schematic of the flow loop for the subsonic COp
EDL system is shown in Figure 40 and the system parameters are re-
produced in Table 12. The dimensions and possible configuration of
an actual 1 MW C02 EDL is shown in Figure 41. The CO system has a
similar flow arrangement with the major difference being.that the CO
lasant requires a very low operating temperature for good performance.
The system best suited for this mode of operation was a supersonic
CO EDL whose parameters are summarized in Table 13. As noted above
HEAT EXCHANGER
TURBINE ' COMPRESSOR
HEAT EXCHANGER
NOZZLE
DIFFUSER
CAVITY
Figure 40. Refrigerator Laser Loop for Space Systems
Table 12
Subsonic CO EDL (1 MW)8
Parameters:
10.6y
Gas Mix He:N2:C02 8:7:1
Inlet Pressure (Torr) 450
Inlet Temperature (°K) 350
Inlet Mach Number 0.4
Mass Flow (kg/sec) 8.47
Cavity Width (cm) 75
No. Optical Passes 4
' Output Coupling 90%
| Cavity Length (cm) 4
| Cavity Height (cm) 16
! Sustainer Power (MW) 4.783
j Net Turbo Power (MW) 1.699i
! Electron Beam Power (MW) 0.204
j ,
1i
j Weights (kg):
i
I Power conditioning 205
| Inlet-cavity-diffuser 690
Electron guns 120
Optical Assembly 41
i Duct work/structure 529
j Heat exchangers 240
i Compressor/gearbox £75
! Turbine/generator 200
Exit window 42
• Mirror cooling unit 240
Misc. (pumps, controls, etc.) 258
Laser System 2,840 kg
Table 12 (continued)
Laser system 2,840
Solar collector 8,600
Prime power 4,500
Radiator 4.500
Total 20,400 kg
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Supej-spntc'CO EDL .(1 MW)8
Parameters:
G a s m i x CO:Ar . .
Inlet mach no. =;;3i.^ 58r /._•-."-
Inlet pressure = 65:tprr
Inlet temperature = 80-°K _ .
Cavity dimensions 5 x 10 x 60 cm
Sustainer voltage = 1569 volts
E-beam current density = 5.0 ma/cm2
Sustainer power = 1.835 Mw
Compressor power = 2.084 Mw
Electron beam power = 0.455 Mw
Estimated pump power = 0.025 Mw
Total electrical power = 4.399 Mw
System efficiency =22.7%
Weights (kg):
Power conditioning
Inlet - cavity - diffuser
Electron gun
Optical assembly
Ductwork/structure
Heat exchangers
Compressor/gearbox
Exit window
Mirror cooling unit
Misc (pumps, controls, etc.)
Laser system
Solar collector
Prime power
Radiator
Total
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Figure 42. 1 MW CO Laser Space8
the CO EDL is lighter, at approximately 17,000 kg, compared to the
C02 EDL, at approximately 20,000 kg. The dimensions and configuration
of the CO EDL is shown in Figure 42.
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3.8. Direct Solar Pumped Laser
Although no conceptual design for a direct optically pumped
solar laser was developed, the weight of the CF,I laser suggested by
9Rather et al. is estimated as a basis for comparing this laser to the
others studied here. If we assume, as in Section 2. 2, that the laser
filter efficiency is 2.6% and the laser (quantum) efficiency is 21%.
then P.-. - 3.8 MW, PCQI, = 183 MW. The weights of these two elements
alone amount to
WRAD * WCOLL = (0'23) 3'8 X 1Q3 + (0'32) 183 x 1Q3
= 874 kg + 58,560 kg = 59,434 kg
An additional 600 kg is assigned to laser tubes, mirror, etc. and 250
kg to gas purification units. The critical technologies for this
device are the threshold pumping power, the transparent laser tubes
and the scheme for chemical reprocessing of the lasant.
3.9; Indirect Solar Pumped Laser
As a comparative example we choose the static (#2 laser. A
simple way of estimating the weight of this type of laser is developed
here; the results are justified by the more detailed conceptual'
designs presented in Section 4.
The theory of these lasers discussed in Section 2.3 suggests that
for TB = 2000 °K, a laser (quantum) efficiency of 20 percent, and Pj/Pm =
that the overall system efficiency may be on the order of 10 percent. That
is, for a 1 Megawatt laser output, 10 Megawatts of solar energy must
be collected and 9 Megawatts rejected as waste heat. Furthermore,
we assume that the static laser is cooled passively with heat pipes
which require no gas circulation. Thus9 with a black body eavit$ (plus
laser tubes) weight of about 3000 kg the total approximate weight is
WRAD + WCOLL * 3°°° kg S (0*23J 9 X
2070 + 3200 + 3000 * 8,270 kg
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The critical technologies (discussed further in Section 4) for this
class of lasers includes in order of priorities the laser tube
materials, black body cavity, and, depending on the type of IOPL,
either heat pipe radiators and/or solar Brayton cycle technology.
3.10 Comparative Analysis
The uniform.weight estates for each of the lasers are
compared in Table 14, Clearly for the weight coefficients used, the
indirect optically pumped solar laser is the lightest systam and the
GDI is the heaviest. In order to assess the robustness of this comparison,
a sensitivity analysis of the total weights was made by varying first
the collector specific weight and then the radiator specific weights
as shown in Figures 43 and 44. The values used 1n Table 14 are identified'
by .the vertical dashed line in both figures. The impact of this analysis
is to verify the correctness of the conclusion drawn from Table 14
that the indirect optically pumped later is the lightest over a con-
siderable span of radiator and collector weight characteristics.
Only at the extreme limit of low collector weight might the direct
optically pumped scheme be preferable in terms of weight. Such low .
collector weights do not appear achievable in the 1990 time frame,
in any case.
If one assumes that the capital cost of the laser system is
roughly proportioned to the weights then similar conclusions are
reached regarding the economic choice of the best laser. An overall
summary of the comparative analysis, which includes the most critical
technology in each case, is shown in Table 15. This table reinforces
the choice of the indirect optically pumped solar laser as the proper
subject for carrying out the conceptual design. These designs follow
in Section 4.
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SECTION 4
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS OF THE
INDIRECT SOLAR PUMPED LASER
The three indirect optically pumped schemes outlined in Section 2
are examined in more detail below to determine a basic conceptual design
for each solar laser system and to evaluate the optimum performance con-
dition for each in terms of efficiency and weight for a given power out-
put.
Before discussing the masses of the systems under consideration
it should be understood that the techniques used for estimating compo-
nent masses in this work are characteristic but approximate. Estimates
have been made for radiators, for instance, which include both constant
area density estimates (i.e., 6.6 kg/m2) and constant mass per watt
estimates (i.e., 0.23 kg/kW). Areal density estimates for reflectors 9
also vary dramatically, ranging between 0.45 kg/m2 (Hughes) and 0.003 kg/m ,
The Hughes estimates are used for consistent comparisons between competing
systems. Computations using more realistic estimates for the radiator
masses are presented in Section 4.4
4.1. Mixing Gas Laser System
The black body cavity in a solar pumped laser system must
satisfy constraints imposed by the pumping time of the laser gas, the
overall mass requirements of the system, and the temperature requirements
of the laser gas* The simplest mixing laser geometry which seems
capable of satisfying these demands 1s the layered tube configuration
depicted in Figures 4S and 46. In this arrangement the CO pumping gas
1§ exposed to the black body radiation emanating from the walls of the
cavity and the carbon sheets between the tube layers. The pumped
v
 CO is then rapidly mixed with the C02 and H20 and transferred into a
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laser cavity. After lasing, the C02 and HJ) must be removed from the CO
stream, and the CO gases returned to the beginning of the cycle.
The meanings of symbols used In this section are defined below:
A = area
B = spectral intensity at frequency
v
Cp = specific heat
F« = flexural apparent limit
f.BS = fraction of incident back body radiation absorbed
F = unit eonvective heat conductance
h = latent heat
JC
I = length of the transparent tubes
m = mass flow of laser gas
MT = mass of transparent tubes
N = number of layers of tubes
p'= pressure of the laser gas
PT = Prandtl number
PABS = P°wer absorbed in the tube walls
PEXC = P°wer §oing into gas excitation
PHX = heat flow in the heat exchanger
PjN = total power intercepted by the solar reflector
PL = laser power
PRAD = P°wer radiated at Radiator 1 or 2
^B = °TB"
Rp = Reynolds number
(SF) = safety factor
104
Sy = ultimate tensil strength
TQ = gas temperature when entering the tubes
Tg = black body temperature
Tg = gas temperature when leaving the tube
Ty = transparent tube wall temperature
V = velocity of CO gas in the tubes
W = number of tubes per layer
6 = thickness of the tube walls
n, = overall efficiency of the system
n' = partial efficiency of the system
nDIFF = ^rac'tlon 0-fr ener%gy incident on the black body which is absorbed
n_ * collection efficiency of solar radiation
nEXC s ^ractl'on of incident power going into gas excitation
TW = efficiency of conversion of solar power to electrical power
Ti|- s laser efficiency
nR - reflectance of the solar mirror
u - viscosity
v s Poisson ratio
p - density of the laser gas
p" s density of the optical material comprising the tubes
a - 5,6697 x 10"9 watt/m2 °K*
T = time for & CO gas molecule to traverse a transparent tube
105
v
 '
Using
provides the following expression for £WN:
MN=^ (51)
The total mass of the tubes, MT is given, by WNp' (volume/tube) or
MT « 2irR5p'UHN) - (52j
Heat transfer in the tubes will depend on whether the flow is
laminar or turbulent. To determine this the Reynolds number must be
evaluated using the equation
Re . Ma (53)
which becomes
R - 2mKe " W&R (54)
If Rg 2 101* the flow is turbulent, and Rg s 2000 implies laminar flow.
.In order that the tubes not become excessively hot, turbulent flow is
required, thus placing a restriction on WN and m (R is determined by
the absorption length of IR radiation in the CO gas).
Assuming turbulent flow, F is given by (Ref. 68, p. 379 ff)
0.023 (55)
where the subscript "f" implies evaluation of the "mean film tempera-
ture" T.p = ^ {TW + TG). Knowing FC, the temperature of the tube walls
can be computed. Unifonn irradiation of the tubes with a flux qD willo
be assumed and an electrical analog to the actual system will be con-
structed according to the procedure of Ref. 68, p. 232 ff (Figure 47a).
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Gas In
(35CTKT
(a) Heat Transfer in Cylinder
i qfABS Wall Temp.
Gas Out
(T - T,)
'ABS
(b) Electrical Analog to Heat Transfer
I *
o- O~-AAAA/W\A—o—
V = T. V = T
78 8i911
Figure 47, Heat Transfer in Laser Tubes
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From Figure 47b, it .is clear that "I" must be constant throughout the
circuit. Using AV - IR then gives
or
w ^
In order to evaluate Tg it will be assumed that all of the energy
deposited in the tube walls is carried away by the gas. If the gas
enters the tubes at T , then
Tr = T '+ ATr (58)G o G
where
ft <•» r\ * (59)
or
C R (60)
Tg must remain less than 370°K for optimum pumping, and TW obviously
must remain far below the melting point of the optical material com-
prising the tubes. Also, TQ should remain above ~300°K so that a
heat exchanger may be used to reduce the cooling requirements.
The thickness 6, of the cylindrical transparent tubes is given
by (cf Ref.70, p. 298)
Knowing 6, the mass of the tube assembly can be calculated from
Equations 51 and 52.
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Absorptive losses in the tube walls are given by
(62)
and the power going into CO excitation is given by
Pexc * f'-''"'1""' (64)
is in turn given by
B(TD)
n(V = B (200010(7 )nexc(20000K)> (65)
exc D \ B '
where n (2000 °K) has been computed to be * 0.04.
6 A C
In order to determine the mass of the heat exchanger, PMV must
be computed via
PHX = (225°K)[cp(H20)m(H20) + cp(CO)ni(CO)] (66)
+ hL(C02)m(C02) + hL(H20)m(H20)
• The H20 is present in -0.31 percent by weight, the C02 is -6.17
percent by weight, and CO is -93,52 percent by weight. Given these
figures, m for each gas e§n be computed as
in(CO) = m
m(C02) « 6.598 x 10"2 m (67)
m(H20) - 3.315 x 10'3 m
and P may be easily computed.
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The partial efficiency of the laser system (neglecting pumping require-
ments 1n the gas cycle) Is given by (Ref. 13 )
VL (68)
abs5—
If no active refrigeration unit 1s Introduced for gas cooling, ~
the only other power losses in the system derive from the power require-
n
ments of the gas compressors and the laser efficiency losses. The
compressor power, PC is approximately given by
Pc = 10~2 m Mwatt (69)
and the laser losses are given by
Plaser = "Tr PL <70)
loss L
This results in heating of the gas after the lasing stage. The total
power which must be intercepted by the solar reflector is therefore
P P
P = fPW 4- -J-- + -S.T -J • '71 \
^IN LfABS n, Hrr'
Assuming that the mirror can radiate away the power 1t absorbs
from the solar flux, the total waste heat to be rejected by the radiators
1s given by
110
•Yad' p * + ' P <7 2>
The overall efficiency of the system is n = pi/p-jn
Using the powers calculated above, the mass of the satellite
can be computed using the following coefficients
Mass of Ducts, Nozzles
•
Optical Cavities and Diffusers2 (144 sec) mK
 -1*75
Mass of Turbine, Compressors, and Associated Power .Cycle = 300 Pc
where P is given in KW and the resulting mass is in Kg.
Mass of Collector = 320 P
Mass of Radiator - 230
Mass of Heat Exchange = 560 kg/MW.
In addition, the black body will require about 250 kg of carbon,
1000 kg of carbon felt insulation, 150 kg for a structural shell and
105 kg for mirrors and other optical instruments. This adds an additional
1500 kg to the mass. Results of the calculations are shown in Tables 16
and 17 for material properties given 1n Table Al of Appendix A
and for
V - 40 m/sec « Maeh 1
PEXC=3.33MW
Re = 4.3 x 10" (Turbulent)
Fc s 100 W/m2 0K
The results of mass and efficiency calculations are presented for two
different methods ef scaling radiator masses in Figures 49 and 50.
The only design which was thought to be a feasible alternative
to tKe tubular layer arrangement depicted in Figure 45b was a similar
structure with each layer of the tubes replaced by two parallel windows
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of supported IR transparent material. Since it is not possible for any
thin substance appropriate for this use to support 3/4 atm of pressure
over an area in excess of 1 m2 without supports, it was necessary to
£ \2eonsider a "mosaic" consisting of (p) pieces of window material
£* x £' meters square, supported by snetal frames„ The frames would
be rectangular ,1n cross section, d x b meters, and £ meters long.
\
Having settled on the alternative design, three problems must
be considered: (1) Providing adequate structural strength to support
3/4 atn without appreciable deviations from a planar geometry; (2) Minimiz-
ing the mass of the window assembly; (3) Minimizing the power absorbed
in the window assembly. The first and sepond considerations lead to
square window plates. This geometry (see Ref. 70) provides the greatest
strength with the least thickness. The second and third considerations
require that vertical struts be placed between the top and bottom window
support beams at each beam intersection. If this is not dones the
support beams must be made very large (bd H 10"2 to -10°3 m2), resulting
in prohibitively large power losses and masses. Algebraic expressions
for the window assembly mass, M-, and power absorption, Pwh_, were! OD5
developed involving d and £' as Independent variables (£ was fixed by
constraints on T, R and N, and b and d are related through stress
considerations). Minimizing the power absorption with respect to d
provided a relationship between d and £' (d « £*)„ Placing this expression
into the equations for My and P^ resulted in expressions depending
only on £', which could then be varied in the search for reasonable
values of My and P s^« The structure of Pa^U") v'as such that no m''nlmum
existed until i'-l was reached, which reflected the fact that the metal
supports, even when 99.4 percent reflective, were absorbing immense amounts
of power compared to the window material, This v/as partially due to the
fact that the total surface area of the metal was very large and partially
due to the broad band nature of the absorption. f-L, «n the other hand, had
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a mir.imum at very small values of *' ( 1 to 4 cm). The smallestpw
value for abs which resulted 1n a real, positive i' was 2,4,
exc
corresponding to an n" of 5.6 percent. This is far less efficient than
the tube-layer approach and would therefore require larger radiators
and collectors. Furthermore, window masses in excess of 1500 kg re-
sulted in all cases, so that the tube-layer approach is preferable from
a net mass point of view as well.
The laser tubes will experience an apparent gravitational field
at lift-off. The longitudinal force each tube experiences (if
vertically oriented) will; pevbetween'.1.2'mg71 and 3 mg72 when
m = the mass of one tube and g = 9.8 m/sec. The necessary wall
thickness for a circular tube experiencing longitudinal compression
Is given by (Ref. 70, p. 352, Force =3 mg)
15/3 n-u2V^2
6g • ^T -LLfJ- R m9
MUsing m = y^ gives 6s 2.4 x 10~n m for KC1, which means thatvthere
should be no problem with regard to tube buckling for 6 as given by
Equation 62.
The excitation of CO gas by black body radiation has been examined
in two geometries. The first of these, an arrangement of UN tubes of
radius 1.5 cm into N layers of W tubes each, results in masses on the
order of 10** Kg, and overall efficiencies of 10 percent. The other
approach, involving the construction of N sets of two parallel windows
through which the CO gas would flow, resulted in much greater masses
(10U to 10s kg) and significantly lower efficiencies. The tube-layer
approach would appear to be far easier to construct, involving no frames
or struts for support, and would not require any cooling other than that
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provided by the flowing CO gas Itself. The window arrangement* aside
from the complicated array of structural supports required, also requires
cooling channels to be bored through the metal frames. Furthermore,
the transportation of the tubes by low-G space shuttle could be easily
and safely accomplished by simply stacking the tubes vertically,
conceivably asstmbled Into the gas excitation module. The window assembly,
however, would probably provt more susceptible to damage when acegllerated,
and would probably Rsed to be constructed in space.
4.2 Static CO Laser System
The static COg system, while simpler than the mixing gas system,
is more difficult to operate without large radiative losses from the
tube ends. Since the laser cavities themselves are inside the black
body, reflective baffles to prevent black body losses would also prevent
any laser radiation from leaving the tubes. In order to circumvent this
problem, the laser light may be focused to a small spot which can then
be passed through the black body cavity walls and passed through
-a lens' identical to the first, thus reforming the cylindrical beam
(Fig. 48K The radiative power loss through NW holes of diameter d
and in t!;e wall is (see section 4.1 for nomenclature)
(74>
In addition to P D^» there will be a power loss due to the presence
of the lenses (assumed to be KC1). This loss arises both from the
reflectance and absorptance of the KC1.. While the reflected laser
light is not rejected as heat, it does diminish the intensity of the
laser beam, thus requiring that P. be increased to compensate for this
effect. Given a transmit!ince, T , end two lenses,
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where Pout 1s the desired laser power output of the satellite. The
amount of power absorbed by the lenses 1s given by
{76)
where AL = the wavelength of the laser radiation. This loss does make
a demand upon the heat rejection system.
While the lens at the end of the laser cavity is cooled
by the heat pipe and laser gas, the lens outside the cavity must be
edge cooled to avoid heating. Quantitatively, about must be
removed from the lens in order that it not be excessively heated.
With a transmittance, "\. , and reflectance, R^.the equilibrium temperature
of an uncooled lens , Tiens> wou^d De
PL 0.25
i lensi
T
 -k <77>
which would typically be 10 K, too high for any lens material. The
lens must therefore be cooled by the heat rejection system.
The total amount of heat to be rejected to the coolant in the
static C02 system is given by the power absorbed in the laser tube
walls and lenses, plus the power absorbed in the "silvered" coolant
tube walls, plus the volume laser losses, Py. If each laser tube con-
tains a cooling tube of outer radius r with alsorptance a, the power to
be carried away by the coolant 1s given by
Pcool e 2™TB NW* tRfABS + raJ + Pv * PABS
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The absorptance, a, of the silvered tube will be relatively independent
.006 in all cases of interest) however f.R<: varies greatlyof Tg (a
with the choice of optical materials and T
-/l-nAPL.
V V
B-
13 P is given by
so
P—, - 2*07* NUt [RfflRc + ra] +cool
P. itself is defined by
PL *
ABS
"Ml
~\
-fTABS (79)
HL mi R
"' -
 fABs"
U2 J (80)
where nrvr = fraction of oTg used in pumping the laser gas
and Tr is * .92 (Ref. 73) when the lenses are made of KC1; new* for this
C02 system is scaled from Table 6 of Section 2*35 so that
n£XC(2000°K) a. .0046 (81)
From (78) and (80) it is obvious that NW2. should be kept as small as
possible and NWiR as large as possible; R however is limited by the
absorption length of the pumping radiation in the laser medium. For
18 isotopes of CCk lasant at 18 torr partial pressure diluted with an
equal volume of helium a total path length of about 1 em in the lasant
has been computed to be optimum (see Section 2). This ftquires that
R-r s *.i. 0.5 em (see Figure 48) in order that the total average path
length in the lasant be 1 cm. The value of r will depend on the temperature
at which the coolant pipe must be maintained in order to prevent excessive
heating of the lastr medium and the capacity of the coolant pipe for
removing heat at that temperature. The details of the heat pipe and
coolant require calculations that ire rather complicated and not entire-
ly germane to the present discussion; however, preliminary calculations
indicate that for either & heat pipe or fluid flows r * 1.5 cm 1s a rea-
sonable dimension. If this value of r is assumed and P is taken to
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be 10 Watt, then a value for NW£ can be obtained from Equations 80 and
81 and PCOO-J can be determined from Equation 79. For the latter cal-
culation, Hi £ 30% can be assumed (see Section 2.3.5). Values for nrxc»
NW£, and PCQOI are presented in Table 18- The values of N, W and £
are not computed separately since they will depend upon the details of
the cooling apparatus. A.knowledge of NW£ will be sufficient for de-
termining the mass and approximate efficiency of this system.
Having determined Peoo-. and NW£ the only additional parameter
which must be specified before making mass end efficiency estimates
is the temperature of the coolant, T . This temperature will be given
by Tc = Tmax - AT 3 370°K - AT. AT, which is the difference in the
temperature of the gas at r and that at R, is in turn given by the
combined action of two effects: the power lost in the optical material
of the laser tube and the volume absorption of radiation in the gas
which does not go into optical pumping. The heat generated by absorp-
tion by the surface of the cooling tube does not contribute to AT,
since this heat is presumably removed almost immediately by the coolant
Table 18. Static (XL Laser Properties
(r = 1.5 cm, A = 0.5 cm)
Optical
Material
ZnSe
KC1
Cll
MSO
Sapphire
"EXC
.0019
M
M
M
a
TB-3000K
NU1 (m)
2620
2550
2550
2650
2620
PCOOL
48.9
10.5
10.4
64.6
49.9
"EXC
.0029
•
M
C
M
TB"2500K
NU1 (m)
3540 .
3510
3510
3510
3680
.(*)
^COOL
16.7
8.41
7.31
34.3
54.7
nEXC
.0046
•
to
M
II
TB«2000K
NWL (m)
54U'.
5390
5380
5600
5920
p(HW)
KCOOL
9.06
7.04
5.63
30.6
67.0
Tg-lSOOK
nEX(. KW1 (n)
.0076 1.05x10"
1.04x10"
1.04x10"
1.13x10"
1.31x10"
PCO(
e.;
6.!
4.(
40,
1(
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If P = the heat generated per unit volume,
,2
P = k -2-5- T (82)
(83)
Then P is in turn given by
1-n P,p = — £. - L -
 (84)
nc
 NW&
so that
4Tvol • 2JBIJT * 440°K <f°r TB = 1500°K> (85).
Obviously, !„ > 1500°K will not be desireable, since NWi. decreases
with Tg. The temperature difference due to heat absorption in the tube
walls is given by AT - P AX, or (TD = 1500°K)w
 W B
^ •
 fABS 'V ^  * »<* <86)
These results indicate a total temperature difference of about 550°K.
Since the coolant must be kept above ^ 200°K in order for the CO^ to
remain gaseous
 9 the temperature of the hottest layer of gas would be
750'°K according to this ealculatlon., This is far too hot to lase well,
so. the gas wiU either have to bt circulated to facilitate the removal
of heat9 or an artificial gravity will have to be introduced by rotating
the satellite* This reduces the simplicity of the system, although
it still has the advantage of radiating waste heat at 200eK rather than
125eK. Preliminary calculations indicate that the convection introduced
by spinning the satellite eools the gas more effectively than slowly
flowing the gas through the tube. Angular velocities on the order
of .14 r ad/sec appear to be adequate for a tube 1/2 m from the axis of
rotation (te.e 8°/sec). This is a very modest rate of rotation
which could easily be built into the system.
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Knowing the temperature of the coolant and the amount of power
to be rejected for each combination of Tg and optical materials, an
estimate for the mass and area of the required radiator can be made.
The radiator mass will be assumed to be 230 kg/MW and to have an ab-
sorptance of unity. It will be positioned SQ that both sides of the
radiator may radiate. The masses and areas associated with the ra-
diators (MR, AR) for rejecting Pcool(MW) at T = 200 °K are given in
Table 19. In view of their very large absorptances, sapphire and figO
are not included in the table. The addition of a refrigeration stage
is also possible. This would greatly reduce the radiator area required,
and may be desireable if ZnSe is used or if TD = 3000°K is desired.D
In view of the additional complications introduced by the use of a re-
frigerators no active refrigeration unit will be included in the mass
and efficiency calculations to follow.
The mass of the cooling pipes is given by
Mc-*'2nr6'(NW£) pA|_ (87)
where 6' = the thickness of the pipe walls, which are assumed to be made
•of aluminum. The thickness, 6', will either be given by7®
6, . 2r(SF)p'max (88)
2S'u-(SF)Pmax
or
r
- .[r'-(r-6-)43 /-(r-a
where (83) determines the thickness necessary to prevent bursting due to the
internal gas pressure and (89) determines the thickness necessary for the
pipe to withstand the artificial gravity, g', when supported at only one
end. For the aluminium cooling pipe, Equation 8S is the determining
equation, and leads to 6' = .2rrm when SF ~ 2.5 and P'max B 12 atm.
For the optical pumping tube Equation .38 is again the appropriate equation
to use. Indeed, the structure of (89) is such that it favors the smallest
possible values of 6, so that the only function it serves is to check
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that the value of 6 determined by Equation 88 is adequately small. Values
' . . . ' • -
of 6 calculated in this fashion are presented in Table 20. For g', .03 m/sec
was used in Equation 88, and £ = 2.3m guarantees that values of 6 satis-
fying (89) are possible. -
Once S and 6" are determined, tfie mass of the optical pumping and"
cooling tubes, Mr, is given by
•' /'"My-6 ir[R2°(R-6)23NWJip * „ [r2=(r-5')2]NWj||fV (90)
The results of Equation 90 are also presen|ed in Table 20.
• ' ' • '
 ;P*-- ' •
. . ' • • • . ' ' $+~;- •
The mass of the solar collector depehd;i:~upon the amount of power
which must be collected, which, in turn depends upon P_Anl, n» (the col-
v%,'./.',-' ' s' "'-,' ^ P^ 1C .
lection efficiency) and nD (t8|; reflectance of the.;m'tr?ror). Assuming
" ' . ' -> K '/*' - ».';-^'«' .i •that the collection losses, p and P. are the on-ly'significant sinks
- '- :. . • /. -fff-i.;. • COOl L ' -. •'.-':-.
of power implies;that ^^ :-. • ±;:fo;>. •
- ' " V i . J . ;^V : : -(91)
n is as given in Section 3.-2. and that ru • 0.9, and using for the mirror
~
c
 -R ' "mas:s°
provides the values for P_.. and n presented in Table 21.
..
 : IN m
Aside from those components previously weighed, there are a number of ,
additional components which will be insensitive to the particular choice
of TD and optical material. Allowing 400 kg for carbon to form the blackD
body, 1000 kg for carbon felt insulation, 400 kg for an outer structural
shell, 1000 kg for liquid duct work and pumps for cooling and 200 kg for
mirrors and other optical instruments implies that the total mass of the
laser system, is giv>:n by
Mtotal = Mm * MRAD + »! * 3°°° ^  (93)
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Table 20. Tube Mass (Static C02 Laser)
(61 = .2 mm,. £ = 2.3 m', MT in Kg)
Optical
Material
ZnSe
KC1
Csl
6*
.1 mm
.1 mm
. 1 iron
MT (3000K)
318
193
273
MT (2500K)
430
265
376
MT (2000K)
657
,407
576
Mj (1500K)
127.0
785
1110
*In view of the practical difficulties involved in making tubes of less
than .1 mm thickness, 6 < .1 mm will not be allowed.
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The results of equation (93) are presented in Table 22, and in Figs. 49 and 50
along with values for the overall laser efficiency which is given by
n-4
4.3 Non-Mixing Flowing CO Laser
The symbols used in this section are again identical to those
of Section 4.1 (Mixing Gas) except where explicitly defined. Due to
similarities between these systems the following equations can be taken
over directly from the mixing laser case:
(95>V =
mT (96)
nR^p
Re * ME (97)' "
v
h = 0.023 C p V / V - 2 P "2/3 (98)
c P r v
where the "f" subscript implies evaluation at the "mean" film tempera-
ture, Tf = 1/2(TW + TG). .
T = 1 2 5 K + ATr (100)G •• *"
AT =
2l
 001)
The solutions of these equations are presented in Table 23.
The tube wall thicknesses for each choice of T« and of optical
materials will be the same as for the mixing laser .system and, as in the
mixing laser system, *
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'- (£WN)2irRp*6i
and
. . 2R(SF)P
6
 ' 2Su-(SF)P
where (SF) = the safety factor.
pW
PEXC
where nryr 's tnat fraction of the radiation passing into the gas which
is used for optical pumping. n_xc(2000 °K), as in the mixing gas case, is
^ .04, n = the collection efficiency of the solar radiation (see Section
3.2).and nL = the laser efficiency (s 0.50, assuming an efficiency compar-
able to that obtained in EDLs with similar lasants).
Since
PL = nL PEXC = 106 Watt (106)
PrYr is known, which implies that £WN is known through Equation 105 for
Weach material and value of Tg. Knowing J.WN, P .„- can be found via
Equation 104, and M,. from Equation 102. The total solar power which
must be intercepted by the reflector is then given by
P_ .
jfj I ' ARQ ~— I ~ 1~ ('07)
where P. = the power which must be supplied to the compression, and TV/.
w t w
is the efficiency of conversion of the solar energy to electrical energy.
PC is approximately given by
C
r\rf. * 10% will be assumed and m is given by Equation (96).PL ^
These results are presented in Table 24.
HDfin can also be conputed once.PTN is known. Since P. is the
Kr»L' ill L
laser output power, the waste energy must be radiated away at the rate
PIN-P. . If no refrigerator is used, this must be done at 125eK. Using.
Pr % 104 m Watt, (108)
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MRAD £ ^ 23° JW^ 'VcPIN~Pi,) yields the values tabulated in Table 24.
The efficiency n is given by
n-n-r-r- - (10S>c
 VlN
and n' is as previously defined. Finally, the total masses for each Tg-
optical material combination may be computed using the following coef-
ficients:
Mass of, ducts, nozzles, optical cavity, and
diffusers = (144 sec)m
Mass of turbines, compressors and associated
equipment =
 [3ooPcO.*7s(|cW)]kg
Mass of collector s (320 kg/MW)P IN
There is then an additional 1500 kg associated with the black body itself,
as in Section 4.1. These results are also presented in Table 24 . Basic
data and assumptions include:
p(125K) = 8.34 x 10°5 kg/m-sec & ,t
ji(150K) = 9.91 x 10"? kg/m-sec
u(200K) * 1.30 x 10°3 kg/m-sec
. C (125K) = 1040 Joule/kg-K=C (150K)=C (200K)
p = 2.198 kg/m3 at 125 K and 3/4 a tin ,:-
R s 0.015 m (dug to absorption length of IR in CO
p j, 7.58 x 104 Nt
m2
Stipulating that i = 2.0 ms t s .05 sec implies that
V = 40.0 m/sec
 K • '
Rg (125K) - 3.16 x 107 (Turbulent flow)
R (150K) = 2.66 x 105 (Turbulent Vlow) - '"
° > - •• t
hc = 221 Watt
m^K •
Only those systems boxed in Table 23 are Involved in Table 24. Mass
and efficiency scaling with temperature are shown|in Figures 49 and 50.
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4.4 Comparative Analysis of
Indirect Solar Pumped Lasers
The results of Hughes" mass coefficients applied to the systems
of this work are presented in Figure 49 on the next page. The results
of total system mass estimates based on T" scaling of the radiator
mass are presented in Figure 50 and summarized in Table 25. Before
making comparisons of these systems using either set of coefficients,
however, the scaling law for the satellite mass with laser power should
be determined. In this way, each system can be evaluated with regard -
to the possibilities for similar but larger systems. An examination of
pertinent equations for all three systems reveals that P. , MTQTR|»
and Pj,. all vary as (NW£) when no active refrigeration unit is included.
The gas temperature, overall efficiency, n» and gas velocity all remain
constant. This being the case, comparisons of these 1MW systems can
be taken to be indicative of the power-to-mass ratios and efficiencies-
of larger systems as well.
According to estimates in Figure 49, the lightest flowing CO system
is lighter than the lightest mixing gas system by ~4029 and lighter
than the lightest static system by -20%. The estimates shown in Figure
50, however, place the weight of the lightest static system nearly on
order of magnitude under the mixing or flowing systems. Furthermore,
the static system can be made lighter relatively easily by either
slowly flowing the gas or rotating the satellite to provide an
artificial gravity. Both of these actions increase the htat flow
from the gas into the es©1ant9 thus allowing the coolant to be main-
tained it a higher temperature and thereby reducing the required
radiator area. No techniques of comparable simplicity exist for
reducing the mass @f the ether systems. The simplicity of the static
system also Ksakes It vary attractive 1n comparison to the mixing and
flowing gas systems8 which would probably require greater amounts of
maintenance than would the static C0« system.
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The mixing gas laser would be the most difficult to construct
and maintain. The requirement that C02 and H2<D be separated and re-
joined with a CO stream results in demands for future technological
capabilities which may be difficult to meet. Since neither estimate
of system masses places the mixing gas laser in a competitive position
when passive cooling is used for separating the gases, substantial
advances in refrigeration, molecular sieve or electrochemical cell
techniques would be necessary to make this system attractive. In view
of its inherent complexity in comparison to the flowing CO or static
CO, systems, it is not considered worthwhile to expend the effort
to develop the necessary technologies for this system.
The Flowing CO System does not suffer from the gas separation
difficulties facing the mixing gas system; however, it does require
heat to be extracted from the CO stream at 125°K. This requires either
very large radiators or very large refrigerators. If large refrigerators
are ruled out as impractical (they would have to provide about 10 MW
of cooling for this system) then large radiators, with their associated
meteorite puncture problems and large masses are required. Furthermore,
the flowing CO system appears to be much heavier than the static system
(see Figure 50) and is undesirable for that reason as well.
Due to Its relative simplicity, reduced radiator size, good
power to mass ratio and to the fact that this system requires few
technological advances to make it practical, the static C02 laser system
is considered to be the best choice for a solar powered laser satellite
system.
4.5 Optimum Design Parameters
for the Solar Pumped Laser
The conceptual design of the static system has already been
carried out in section 4=2, however a number of choices remain •
to be made with regard to specific parameter choices. In particular,
the best optical material and black body temperature must be chosen,
a choice must be made between flowing fluid cooling tubes and heat
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pipes, and some discussion of the relationship betwetn N, W, and £
should be engendered.
In choosing the best optical material for the static laser
system, the structural attributes of the materials should be considered
as well as the net mass resulting from their usage. CsI9 for example*
provides the best power-to-mass ratio, but 1t is very water soluble,
making it quite difficult to manufacture the laser tubes with this
material and the use of water for a coolants, inadvisable. In addition,
neither KC£ nor Csl have ever been formed into tubes of the sort
contemplated, so that first it would be necessary to develop s,ome
means for doing so. Since mono-crystalline structures are not required
for this application, forging of the alkali metal salts may be the
simplest way of forming long, thin tubes. If it is not possible to
form tubes in this way, ZnSe can already be made in very thin
tubes via chemical vapor deposition.
The best values of TR for each material are; Csl at Tg = 2000°K
providing 91.7 Watt/Kg, KC£ at Tg = 1500°K with 80.0 Watt/Kg, and ZnSe
at TD « 1500°K with 24.4 Watt/Kg. In view of the very small differenceD
in mass between the Csl and KC£ systems (-15%), and noting that the
KC£ system operates at 1500°K, which should be an easier temperature
to obtain and which should cause less severe melting and vaporization
problems than would T- = 2000°K9 and recalling the unfortunate water
solubility of Csl, the KC£ system must be considered preferable to the
Csl system. Only if neither KC£ nor Csl is capable of being formed into
long, thin tubes would ZnSe be an attractive alternative, so that KCl
at T s 1500°K is the optimum system.
B
In choosing N, W, and £,, compactness and coding are the deter-
mining factors. If "heat pipes" are chosen to remove the heat
generated in the laser tubes, the restrictions en £ are more severe
47 48than for simple fluid flen cooling pipes. * The equations for
the heat pipe dimensiens relate i (the evaporator" section length) to the
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length of the condensing section i . These lengths also depend upon
the temperature to be maintained at various sections of the pipe
and the amount of heat to be transferred by the pipe. Preliminary
calculations indicate that heat pipes operating over a temperature
difference of 100°K to 200°K (as for KC£ or ZnSe at T0 « 1500°K)D
would have to be at least 2i in length. Also, there is a geometric
protlem of arranging the ends of a bundle of heat pipes so that
the waste heat can be radiated properly. These features of heat
pipes may make the choice of a flowing fluid coolant desirable despite
the necessity to pump the coolant.
>
According to the computations in Section 4.2, NWJI-' = l.lOxlO1* m
for both cases of interest. If the black body is to be approximately
cubical, then £ = (,03W)m= (.04N)m, since each tube in a layer
occupies 3 cm, and each layer will be assumed to occupy 4 cm. This
gives i = 2.30 m9 W - 80, and N = 60, which results in an approximately
cubical structure, 2.3m x 2.40m x 2.40m. These dimensions are similar
to those which apply to fluid flowing cooling.
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. •• SECTION 5
| • DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Two different approaches to the development of a prototype
a >
indirect solar pumped laser for space applications have been examined.
The first is a minimum risk approach in which the technology with the
least risk is. used, possibly with a sacrifice in the rate at which the
/"/system will be ready for orbit. The second is a crash development
program where funding is essentially unlimited but, for example, a
less efficient laser system may be used in order to meet a foreshortened
development schedule. The differences between these two approaches can
be characterized by the technologies used and by the resulting laser
system configurations and performance. Each approach is presented below
and compared..i;n the final section.
5.1 Minimum Risk Development Program .
The function of a "minimum" risk program is to assure orderly
development of solar laser systems. A minimum risk program will neces-
sarily emphasize adequate time periods between items which absolutely
« require sequential development in.order to make sure that other parts
of the program relying on the outcome of that development are not com-
promised by slippage in the completion time. Similarly, the designs
may be adjusted for a minimum risk program by relying on proven
technology as a development base rather than looking for material or
engineering design breakthroughs to accelerate the program.
The term "minimum risk" will be interpreted to mean the use of
technology which allows the greatest chance of success of the mission;
namely to provide a reliable solar-pumped lase^ of a given size and
power in orbit by a generally prescribed date, where the date is ' .
flexible to a certain extent to allow the mission to succeed. • At
present, we set the date at approximately 1995 for completion of the
development program. In those areas of greatest technological uncer-
tainty the minimum risk program, should include a back-up or "fail safe"
development program in addition to the mainline program to secure the
greatest likelihood of success.
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The mainline development is devoted to the CC^ static laser
system, because it has the best performance; the failsafe development
alternative focusses on the CO flow laser system because the tech-
nology is somewhat more conventional and requires less development
than the mainline system even though the laser performance is less
desirable than the static laser. These two alternatives are carried
forth to a certain extent as parallel efforts of a combined develop-
ment program.
The indirectly pumped static laser consists of the following
basic components:
solar collector/concentrator
black body pumping cavity
laser tubes
heat pipe/radiator
pointing and control system
laser transmitting optics
An artist's rendering of this system is shown in Figure 51. The last
two component subsystems listed above-will not be considered in this
study; it is assumed that the transmission optics will be adaptive and
approximately the same weight and configuration for each case con-
sidered. Also pointing and control systems for astronomical satellites
have already been developed to the accuracy required, for example, for
the SLPS application of solar lasers [see Table 26].
The basic tasks in the initial laser development program are:
1. Prove out the basic laser cavity (if required)
2. Make engineering tests of the critical component tech-
nologies to test concept feasibility
3. Carry out component development programs if indicated by
the results of task 2
4. Develop a detailed conceptual systems design
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Table 26. Pointing Accuracy Requirements
[Taken from Ref. 2]
VEHICLE
Strap (Balloon)
1 o
Stratoscope (Balloon) '
Orbiting Solar Observatory
POINTING ACCURACY (radians)
2x10~5
1
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
3-Meter Space Telescope
Manned Orbiting Telescope
Apollo Telescope Mount
Laser Satellite Power
Station
1
4x10
1x10"
-8
2x10 -6
-72x10"' (find hole)
4x10"g (off axis)
2x10~o (on axis)
2x10 £ (stability)
8xlO"D (roll)
2xlO~2 (pitch & yaw)
4x10"' (roll)
5x10"c (pitch & yaw)
2xlO"b (roll)
1x10 -7
1 - Vehicle has been flown
2 - Projected from existing systems
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5. Design a small scale laser system prototype [e.g., 25 kW]
6. Build 25 kW prototype laser.
7. Ground test laser prototype (e.g., in space simulation
chamber] and prepare final schedule and costs for lift-off, ;
• . orbit insertion and operation/maintenance in orbit.
At the end of task #5 the initial development program is complete and a
*
go/no go decision can be made for constructing the in-flight 25 kW laser
system. Additional R and D steps needed to place the full scale 1 MW
solar-pumped laser in orbit are shown in Table 27, which summarizes the
minimum risk program.
.• . Specific decision points punctuate the", .program to allow a re-
•.- assessment of "the path with the least risk at the completion of each ..
'-
major stage in the development. By carrying parallel efforts in some
areas the back-up technology is sufficiently advanced at each decision
point that it can serve as a fall-back position guaranteeing success
of the mission.
The first decision point occurs after 18 months when the results
of the laser cavity experiments are complete. The purpose of this ex-
periment is to extend existing gain measurements with a proof-of-
principle experiment demonstrating lasing under circumstances close to
the projected static system operating conditions [see section 4.2].
The successful completion of this experiment is essential for a high
confidence decision to proceed with the mainline development, program.
The laser cavity proof-of-principle experiment can be conducted
without delay; that is, no optical tube development is required to
preceed this step. All of the required equipment is off-the-shelf
and can be constructed in a matter of several months. Auxiliary
cooling techniques can be used to keep the lasant at the appropriate
temperature. A black body cavity with adjustable temperature must be
constructed. The experiment must show cw lasing at appropriate output
powerfor the proper mix of gases. The performance of the laser cavity
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should be tested under different pressure, temperature, gas mixture
and optical cavity conditions.
If the cavity experiments are negative then the flowing CO
system should undergo similar tests. Perfunctory tests are in order
to demonstrate the laser pumping cavity behavior and the same black
body cavity used for the static C02 laser could be used for the flowing
CO laser. Under this case the minimum risk program would proceed
entirely with the fail-safe CO flow laser technology development.
Assuming successful completion of the mainline cavity tests,
the initial engineering tests of component technology would be carried
through to completion by the end of the second year (task 2). The
first 6 months of Task 2 concentrate on technologies which are required
by both mainline and alternative laser development programs; namely,
the solar collector concentrator, the black body cavity, laser trans-
mission optics, and possible common features of the waste heat radiators.
The goal of these tests is to qualify materials and design choices
identified by the preliminary conceptual designs given in section 4 of
this report (e.g., the availability, manufacturability and properties
of critical materials for the metallized plastic used in mirrored solar
collectors, coolants, radiator tubes, carbon felt insulation, black
body structure, etc.). After a positive decision at the end of Task 1,
Task 2 will emphasize the critical questions concerning the development
of thin transparent optical materials for the laser tubes. The results
of these tests will be used to isolate the best designs and identify the
hardest component development problems.
Also with a positive decision at point 1 a detailed conceptual
design (task 3) needs to be carried out. This design would have the
benefit of the laser cavity tests (task 1) and some significant
materials and design choice evaluation (task 2). The objective of the
design would be to elaborate on the component requirements and system
performance. Design data on the components would be used to guide the
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major component development effort in task 4 and the system's per-
formance evaluation would frame the component requirements from a
self-consistent, operational point of view.
The second decision point comes at the end of Task 2 when the
results of the initial engineering tests allow a re-assessment of
the chances for technical success. If the decision is positive then
the full scale component development program may proceed. While it
is premat re to lay this part of the program out in detail [that will
be possible only after the completion of task 3], it is worthwhile
discussing some of the obvious development areas for the static laser
case. Considering the rather thin laser tubes called for in the main-
line conceptual design, (i.e. O.lmm wall thickness for the static solar
pumped laser) this technology appears to have the greatest risk asso-
ciated w,ith it. The development of this component should include the
following features:
e Explore additional materials besides KC1, Csl and ZnSe to
determine their optical, thermal and strength .character-
istics for the current application.
0 Investigate various fabrication techniques such as poly-
v
 crystalline forging, vacuum deposition, chemical vapor
'* ; ' •'' j
deposition, etc.. ffi * § ••>' , •
.' '•; '' ' '-'-: • • "•:..','• t' '.'. •('•••"
.•» Prepare sample tubes and test for strength und'er the
.'. appropriate thermal and optical loads. ;
''e Test sample tube's with lasant in place to determine lasant
? »J ' -3
>.. pumping characteristics. • I ••
'* '
 :
 -
;
 '.,
,,e Develop techniques for connecting lasant tubef to concentrflj
'inner heat pipes or coolant tubes. 'a .,'
v « • » "
9 Test reflective coatings on neat pipe/laser tube combination.
© Test the rotating tube, induced convection cooling concept.
& Test the gas flow cooling concept.5 3 r
 •
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• Select the best cooling concept and tube material/construc-
tion! techniques and 'build a tube for testing as a complete
laser cavity.
An approximate laser tube component development schedule illustrating
parallel development to reduce technological risk is shown in Table
28 along with decision points to select the best path to take at each
stage. The timing for each sub-task of this schedule has been esti-
mated on the basis of related technologies, for example in the devel-
opment of new infrared transparent materials, in thin tube manufacture,
in joining materials with differing coefficients of thermal expansion
and in the evolution of heat pipe technology for space radiators.
The laser tube component/development"program assumes..that only
j . . Vi:; one solar pumped laser would be developed; namely the static system. „
However, at the earliest stage it would be wise to explore the flowing
gas laser, too; if the static laser tube problem proves intractable
.for some unforeseen reason then the flowing system's tubes, while.
| heavier, would be brought into the development stream as the successful
i '
! laser.
... . In contrast to laser tube development, the solar collector/
concentrator already has undergone substantial development both for
small and large space solar power systems. While the collector will
require further development to achieve the lightest weights and the
high concentration ratios desired, there is a general agreement that
a hundred meter diameter collector could be built using current
materials technology. Assembly in space is still an open question.
At present both Johnson and Goddard Space Flight centers are spon-
soring hardware research on automated space structure fabricating
machines. These devices will manufacture rigid beams in a zero-g
. space environment lining packaged or rolled thin.metal stock. Laying
thev.metallized plastic skins on each mirror facet can also be accom-
plished as a subsidiary task by the same or similar machine.
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As an alternative, the collector facets could be manufacturedP
on the ground in relatively small sizes (e.g. each facet 1 meter in
area, 104 of them for a 1 MWatt laser) and attached on the framework
built in orbit. Packing ten thousand facets for a shuttle load
presents its own special problem; for example, the rims supporting
the plastic reflectors would have to stack yet leave space or holes
for out-gassing during ascension to orbit. These details require
additional design and testing. However, because they already are part
of the NASA R and D program 'scheduled during the next ten years, we
do not include them as distinct laser development program elements.
Component development is shown to continue throughout the
development program up to the 13th year when construction of the
1 MW laser is nearly complete. Additional aspects of this task are
discussed below.
The third decision point (Table 27) marks the end of the fourth
year when the detailed engineering design is complete. This design
will also include costs and construction schedules for the 25 kW proto-
type laser and ground testing facilities in order to provide suffi-
cient material for an interim review of the development program. The
ner.t task is to construct the closed cycle 25 kW laser; then in task 7,
the ground test site must be prepared and tests carried out. The
purpose of these tests is to evaluate closed cycle performance of the
laser under carefully controlled conditions and to make necessary
design adjustments in the system before modifying it for space flight.
The fourth decision point is the go/no-go decision for
committing the program to laser space flight tests. At this point
the full orbitable design and ground te:t results are reviewed; this
is the last point in time that a cha-.ge to the fail-safe flowing CO
laser system could be contemplated and still meet the 1995 deadline.
The 25 kW laser is sufficiently small that it can be stowed in
its entirety on-board the space shuttle, with folded radiator and
collector elements to be deployed in low earth orbit (LEO). As the
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development progresses to larger laser systems, then the problems
of fabrication and/or space manufacture of these elements must be
considered. A possible sequence of collector technologies is
sketched out in Figure 52 for each of the three stages in increasing
sizes of laser development up to the 1 MW level. The final collector
technology (1 MW size) was chosen here to be a simple extension of
the next smaller size; it might be more useful to consider developing
a more synthetic approach at this last stage if even larger laser
systems are contemplated„ The costs shown in Table 27 reflect these
differences in collector (and radiator) technology very approximately;
that is, by area and by the construction technique.
5.2 Crash Development Program
The objectives of the crash development are deployment of a
1 MW solar-pumped laser in orbit in the shortest practicable time.
Funding is essentially unlimited. The constraints are to construct a
system that works in a short period of time. This may necessarily
involve a compromise in the level of performance in exchange for
better guarantees for the success of the. mission in a limited time f
scale. These guidelines lead us to suggest the flowing CO solar- •;.
pumped la'ser as the mainMine approach for the crash development ''"••'.
program. The flowing laser is heavier than the static C02 laser for
the same power output. It may also be less reliable because of the
need "for a brayton power cycle (or photovoltaic power system) to run
flow loop compressors. However, it employs more conventional ma-
terials and design than the static laser and therefore can be developed
faster. A close-up artist's view of the laser loop is shown in
Figure 53. The basic components are: .''";
Solar collector/concentrator
Black body pumping cavity .•
• • ."•
Laser tubes and laser cavity
Compressor and power system . $
Radiator j e
Pointing and control system t
Laser transmitting optics
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A brief examination of this list shows that the third, fourth and
fifth items differ from the static case. The laser tube development
is simplified by using thicker tubes. A separate laser cavity,
external to the black body pumping cavity, is probably desirable, .
but not essential; the laser cavity and laser tubes could be
combined. Since tube cooling is accomplished by flowing the lasant
around a closed loop, a compressor and power system must also be
developed. This is a low temperature, low mass flow compressor which
will require minimal amounts of development. If a Brayton cycle is
chosen as the power system then some development in addition to that
which has already been performed by NASA-Lewis may be necessary.
If photovoltaic power is used then the system is available now.
A larger collector would be required for the photovoltaic system to
achieve power output equivalent to the Brayton cycle system. However,
the total flow loop compressor power needed is sufficiently small
(i.e., 0.1 MW) to make these components a small part of the total
program. In some respects the radiator development is simplified,
compared to the heat pipe system required for the static laser.
However, cooling takes place at relatively low temperatures in the
flowing CO laser, so the large radiator areas are necessary from the
outset. Development on this component will .concentrate on light-weight,
d^ployable radiators for the smaller lasers (e.g.s 25 kW) and a simple
radiator construction technique for the larger lasers [e=g., pre-
fabricated panels and threaded pipe connections].
Using the minimum risk program as a guide, a compression of
approximately 5 years was achieved for the crash program, assuming
approximately identical program development tasks. These are shown
in Table 29 along with approximate costs for trie program. The costs
have been escalated relative to the minimum risk program by assuming
they are inversely proportional to the task duration. In addition
certain costs remaii. fixed, such :.s the transportation cost to orbit,
and costs for assembly in orbit. A more thorough discussion of costs
is given in the next section.
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The cnash program can'be accelerated further, with attendant
increase in the risk of success, by eliminating the 250 kW: laser
tasks. This.would shorten the program by another two years, giving
a completion time of 1988 instead of 1990. This decision could be
made midway through the orbit tests for the 25 kW laser, in 1985.
'•'..
5 . 3 Program Costs : . . ; ' • . . • ' " ' ' • : • - •
'
The costs of the solar pumped laser include those due to
design development, test and evaluation (DDT&E), production, trans-
portation (i.e., to orbit), assembly in orbit (if required], and-oper-
ating and maintenance costs (O&M). Each cost category is estimated
below on the basis of an eventual operating system consisting of
..many lasers ,in the multi-megawatt class. These costs are highly
•:•••: approximate, since they depend on extrapolations of present technol- •••
' ogies and on a variety of assumptions about the scaling of these
technologies to space. A more detailed study is required to determine
these figures precisely and to search for the minimum cost options in
laser design and deployment. A cost summary is provided.in the last tat
of this section. . .
Design, Development, Test and Evaluation Costs:
Probably the best DDT&E cost estimates related to the laser '
power transmission system are derived from the SSPS program. The SSPS
DDT&E costs estimated by Glaser are approximately $50 Billion.
Approximately-half of this cost is associated with development of the
technology for constructing large space structures and for the trans-
portation system, and half is for the collector, microwave transmitter
and receiver components.
In contrast, the laser systems being considered here (i.e.,
1 Megawatt) employ collector and radiator-sizes which are just-on
the border of requiring space manufacture; that is, at this power,
it may be feasible to assemble prefabricated collector and radiator
elements in space and avoid the complications of making structural
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beams in space. Also such systems do not require any transportation
system development beyond the shuttle. Hence the small power versions
of the solar pumped laser might allow a significant reduction in the
DDT&E costs, at least by a factor of 2 compared to the full-scale SSPS
system and perhaps even by several orders of magnitude,, Very simple
cost estimates have been included in Tables 27 and 29; these estimates
should be viewed with a great deal of caution since no detailed program
plan exists yet to substantiate them.
Production Costs:
Production costs are sensitive to the quantity and sizes of the
laser units produced. Considering the laser loop alone, Coneybear
estimates that very large laser assemblies (i.e., totaling a Gigawatt
in power) will cost in the neighborhood of 20<£ per watt, whereas a
1 Megawatt laser will cost approximately $10 per watt. Hence we can
estimate on the basis of these crude approximations that the solar
pumped laser will cost $10 per watt for the first 1 megawatt produc-
tion unit and about 50<£ per watt after the first 100 production units
(i.e., 100 MW net production). These costs may be somewhat high in the
sense that they are derived for closed cycle gas flow lasers; the
static solar-pumped laser is a technically simpler device and may cost
less to build.
Transportation Costs:
Transportation costs will depend on the numbers (and total
weights) of the lasers to be lifted into orbit, and also on the rate
and year at which they are to be in orbit. In particular, Coneybear
has developed four levels of transportation required for missions in
space, as shown in Table 30. Clearly level I, which only requires the
space shuttle, will suffice for placing 1 Megawatt laser systems in
low earth orbit by 1990. However, if larger lasers are desired, or
if a full-scale solar laser power satellite system is required then
the transportation needs swiftly escalate through levels II and III
to level IV. For large volumes, the transportation unit cost in $/kg
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is reduced compared to the early space shuttle costs. However,
the costs of developing the transportation system itself must be
borne in mind. These are considerable and should rightly be assigned
to the development costs of the first systems requiring their use, in
this case the laser power systems. Figure 54 shows an amalgated projec-
tion of transportation costs which assumes that the larger space tugs
will be developed by 1990. Hence we can assign an early transporta-
. tion cost of $250/lb. (i.e., 1980-83) and a future cost of $20/lb
(i.e., by 1990). Placing a 1 Megawatt system (i.e., 10 kg) in LEO
in 1990 will therefore cost $440K.
Assembly and O&M Costs:
I '. Once the parts of the laser system have been lifted to LEO
the components must be assembled. In its simplest, 1 megawatt con-
figuration, the laser collector and radiator are small enough to
be assembled from prefabricated pieces, requiring perhaps no more
/ than 100 person work hours utilizing semi-automated EVA technologies
currently under development by NASA. That is, the parts must be
.'', removed from the space shuttle, unpacked, bolted and welded..together,
connected to the laser and power units, filled to working Ipresfi^ p^ ^1
with the .lasants and coolants and tested for basic operating charac- '.'
, teristics prior to routine use. These activities are nearly identical
I to those which will be performed for early scientific experiments in
;
 the space shuttle and which have their immediate precursors in . .
the recent Space Lab flights. The cost is estimated at $3000/workingi 74
• hour for assembly
Cost estimates for annual O&M costs are 3 mills/kW-hr , .
assuming a three man crew.
""*
Larger laser units will require the use of beam machines in order
to fabricate the structures in space. A beam machine has already been
built by Grumman, which manufactures triangular cross-section beams from
7fi • '
rolled sheets of aluminum foil . ' The Grumman device ;is to be re-
designed for a take-off weight of 7000 kg by the early .'1980's and hence
9
:;
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Figure 54. Costs for shipping to Low Earth Orbit [taken from Ref. 6],
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should be available in time for larger laser power satellite systems.
The rate of beam construction is such that most of the structural
members for the 1 Megawatt-unit could be fabricated in a few hours;
additional assembly time would be needed to form them into .the
collector and radiator components. Project costs are summarized in
Table 31.
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Table 31: Program Cost Summary: 1 MW Solar-Pumped Laser
DDT&E^
Minimum Risk Crash
77.2 120. 8M
Production Unit Cost^ $10M ($.5M)
1st (100th)
Transportation Costs to LEO^ $5.5M ($.44M)
1982 (1990)
Assembly Costs $0.3M
O&M Costs/year^ $0.026M/year
(a) Totals taken from Tables 27 and 29.
(b) Laboratory Prototype costs are assumed to be four times the
first unit production costs in Tables 27 and 29. \ ' '
(c) Tables 27 and 29 used only the 1982 figures
(d) Assumes a large number of laser power satellite with a. continuous
maintenance schedule; cost excludes ground based activity in
support of satellite operation.
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SECTION 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A comparative evaluation of gas dynamic, electric dis-
charge and optically pumped solar laser systems has been carried out'
on the basis of weight, cost, efficiency and technical merits in order
to determine their feasibility and relative advantages for space
applications. The indirect optically pumped lasers (lOPL's) were
judged to be the lightest, most efficient and reliable solar lasers..
B.oth conventional and advanced power unit, collector and radiator
technologies have been examined to test the sensitivity of these
results to technological development. Such improvement's will un-
doubtably lead to higher performance lOPL's in the 1990 time frame
but will not significantly alter the relative advantages which
lead to the choice of the IOPL for conceptual design and program
development.
Specifically, the static CO- solar IOPL was chosen for a
 :
$77M minimum risk development program completing in 1995 with orbit
tests for a 1 MWJaser system. The static IOPL has complete system
redundancy by its«.use of many individual laser tube plus heat pipe
radiator combinations and it is, therefore, the most reliable solar
IOPL system considered. Optical tube material development may be
required for this laser systems but its essential design simplicity
will keep overall development costs to a minimum. For instance,
there are no gas pumps required; only minimal station keeping power .
for pointing and tracking is necessary and this can be supplied by a
small bank of photocells. The overall efficiency of the 1 MW static
C02 system is estimated to be 14% and the weight is 8,300 kg. The
entire laser system can be packed in modular and/or constructatfle
form in a single shuttle payload envelope. f
A $120M crash development program was also formulated fpr the
flow CO solar IOPL which would be completed in 1988 with orbit tests
for 1 MW laser. This laser system would require the use of monolithic
163
•'•&
radiators and solar brayton power cycles in addition to development
of laser tube materials. The 1 MW unit would weigh approximately
9,§00 kg and have ,an efficiency of 17%.
t,
It is clear from recent system studies that both of the solar
<# «' . '
lOPL's chosen for detailed study tiave sufficiently high performance to
permit a solar laser power satellite system to be competitive with a '
solar microwave power satellite. These lasers may also be used to
power other satellites or provide energy for propulsion.
Considering the relatively modest costs and short times
(eg about 5 years) to prove out the technical feasibility of laser
power transmission technology based on a solar pumped laser, we
recommend that a trial development program be initiated immediately
ip .order to obtain the empirical data needed to verify the competitiveness
of::the laser solar power satellite concept, as well as its utility for
other space power and propulsion missions.
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Appendix A: Material Properties for Laser Tubes
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NOMENCLATURE LIST
SPS Solar Power Satellite
SLPS Solar Laser Power Satellite
EDL Electric: Discharge Laser
GDI Gas Dynamic Laser
OPL Optically Pumped Laser
DOPL Direct Optically Pumped Laser
IOPL Indirect Optically Pumped Laser
CW . Continuous Wave
IR Infrared
UV Ultraviolet
T Radiative lifetime; also flow transit time for gas
in laser tube
g. Statistical weight of electron bound state
X Wavelength
A.. Einstein Coefficient
R Pressure
T Temperature
N Number of absorbing molecules
g(v) Line shape
v Frequency; also, Poisson ratio
a Absorption coefficient; also, half angle subtended by
the solar disc; also, mirror quality (radianse)
fl Solid angle
P Power (also Power per unit volume)
Iv Radiation intensity per unit frequency internal
h Planck's constant; also waste heat radiator thickness
Tg Black body temperature
TS Suns radiation temperature
n Total system efficiency (laser and power units)
n« Cavity efficiency
Ti-.-p Aperture efficiency
TV Spectrum utilization efficiency
nL Laser efficiency
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Efficiency of solar e.-nergy converstion into electricity k"-,
nM' nr Collector mirror reflectivity ; . "••:."! :^^ T:>
n
c Collector efficiency; also, adiabatic compressor ;.•;:.^|^r^'
efficiency ' . >'• ;^ ?^H
n1 Overall laser efficiency for indirect optical pumpin0:;|^ g;*
n" Overall laser efficiency for direct optional pumping, (il.v:,
f Aperture number . • , ' '^ !^
S, Ec Solar flux at earth orbit , ..•-.',.• v£$*y-v/S • • > ' • • *-"
 v ' ' ^ 4- '••.-'"
s Specific entropy . "::'."":;'••' '^^^ f^j!;
• ;*7i~V'v •
F Solar flux at sun's surface , ,.;.'. '-'v.^f.-•-•"-,
Jrc Average radiation flux at focal spot •::s';('-.;
6 Rim angle of paraboloidal collector /"• - • :.-A'fr/
j A Focal spot area . ;....•...fjvj:.;.
A . Aperture area : • • ;'%:-
A Heat exchanger tube surface area ^ -r>; ;h '••'•.:>'r
 P. , P Input Power . '•^ •->'^ ..-
: i n s ' • • • • . . '•." .
I P Re-emit Re-emitted Power :•' V>:.;
i a Stefan-Boltzmann constant . ^•;f^.
k Boltzmann constant •' :^
xl Infrared absorption cutoff wavelength - ',
XV Ultraviolet absorption cutoff wavelength </%
B . Planck radiation distribution function
P.., PEX- Power absorbed in laser medium
P . Power lost by heat conduction ,cond J - . - ' < • 4 ' ^
P Laser power output
P_, P.R_ Total power absorbed by laser tube materials . . \,
I MDo .'••'.'..-- '.""' '-
PTD Power transmitted through tubes and lasentIK
e Fraction of incident sunlight used in optical pumping;
 ;a
regenerator effectiveness; also, surface
Q . Radiated waste heat
P Compressor input pov;ar
C '
in Mass flow rate
D Collector diameter
R Radius of sun
R Earth-sun distance
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•.
:
.;-.; '^Sfe--
:•./: J--^ '.. -.1
L Focal length
b, d0 Diameter of aberatted image
d. Diameter of first order image
r Radius in focal plane
E Radiation intensity in focal plane; also, Young's
modulus
a Gaussian distribution e-folding half width
IT. Turbine pressure ratio
TT Compressor pressure ratio
T Peak compressor temperature
H Average molecular weight
nt Adiabatic turbine efficiency
AP Pressure change
<j>. Total radiation entering the black body cavity
h*, h Heat transfer coefficient
T- Liquid metal temperature
C Specific heat at constant pressure
p Mass density; density of laser gas
p' Density of laser pumping tube materials .
v Fluid velosity
R Reynolds number
P Prandtl number
r
Tu Heat exchanger temperaturen
T, Radiator temperature
r«.Q
R . Gas constant; also, maximum radius of laser tube
Wtotals Total Height
Mtotal
W Laser loop weight
Wsc9 W So]ar Co11ector Weight
W,,, Absorber cavity weight
WR£ Laser recuperater weight
WH2 Heat sink heat exchanger weight
WR., M . Laser loop waste heat radiator weight
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W Solar Brayton power unit weight
W Laser loop compressor weight
C ' -
T -t Compressor exit temperature
P Net output power (eg of laser, of compressor or turbine)*
P Power transferred as heat across the recuperator
recup
P f-ie t Solar power collected
P ,, PCOOI Waste heat power radiated '
Puv Heat flow in heat exchangerHA !
F. Flexural apparent l imit
Fraction of incident black body radiation
absorbed in the Laser tubes
h-j Latent heat
1 Length of laser pumping tubes
MT Mass of laser tubes
N Number of layers of tubes
W Number of tubes per layer
q Black body radiation heat loss
(SF) Safety factor
S Ultimate tensil strength : "•-
T Gas temperature entering laser tubes --.\ <n^ %?
T Gas temperature leaving laser tubes •vv.yi^ -:^g '
., Thickness of tube walls
0
y Viscosity
M Collector mirror mass - --
m
T ' Transmittance
Rf Reflectance
•#-.
3:
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